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Graduation rates are a key metric for measuring success, both for the student who
attains their degree and the higher education institution that awards the diploma. In a time
of increasing social pressure to demonstrate the value of the higher education enterprise,
colleges and universities have become increasingly attentive to the graduation rates for
their students. Individual students are sensitive to their likelihood of degree completion as
costs associated with higher education increase alongside continued perception that
employability is positively impacted by a college diploma. Faculty and administrators are
keenly committed to supporting students to graduation success, and the economic
enterprise benefits from higher rates for graduation among students. Institutions report
graduation rates for students who they perceive have experienced seamless enrollment at
the institution and meet their degree requirements in a set time frame (National Center for
Education Statistics, 2018). While this seamless enrollment and “on-time” graduation
might be the expectation of many college bound students it is not the experience of all
students. Missing from the typical graduation rates and reports is the experience of
students who successfully graduate after university academic policy required they

temporarily step away from the student role at the institution based on the lack of
academic progress or performance. Students who have been academically dismissed and
then return to the campus community are often not included within institutional degree
attainment rates. As a result, less is known about the experience of persistence to
graduation following a gap in attendance. This study used qualitative research
methodology to explore the student experience of academic dismissal followed by
academic reinstatement leading to successful graduation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Graduation day is typically a cause for celebration, no matter the degree earned or
the complexity of the pathways to completion. Successful completion of a program in
higher education represents hours spent studying, learning, and developing new skills.
While every graduate experiences challenges, students whose degree completion process
includes a lapse in continuous enrollment at a single institution experience the process of
academic progress in a unique manner. The pathway to college graduation for these
students may include earning credit from multiple institutions as a transfer or co-enrolled
student, academic dismissal, and even a prolonged period of non-enrollment. For these
students, time spent working toward the degree may be longer than that of their peers and
include unexpected departures from the typical road to graduation.
Today’s college students are likely to earn credit from more than one institution
and even be enrolled in different institutions simultaneously. McCormick (2003) noted
the rise of students who attended more than one institution. In a more recent study by
Avalos, Briggs, and Martinez (2017) over 80% of students at a midwestern public
institution presented transfer credit from one or more institutions. Some students chose to
take college credits at an alternative school following academic dismissal from their
primary institution (Kinloch, Frost, & MacKay, 1993). For other students, academic
dismissal may proceed a period of non-enrollment from any higher education institution.
While departure from the institution alters the attendance pattern from the norm, it
does not entirely eliminate the possibility of graduation. Berkovitz and O’Quin (2007)
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pointed out that little research exists which focuses on the long-term graduation outcomes
of students who stop-out on their path to earning the baccalaureate degree. The purpose
of this exploratory study was to understand the lived experiences of students who enter a
Midwestern public research university, are academically dismissed, then are later
readmitted, and successfully progress to graduation.
Background
The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) (2018) indicated that 70% of
high school graduates in 2016 immediately enrolled in a two- or four-year college the
following year, an increase from 63% of high school graduates in 2000. The increase of
high school graduates pursing a college education, however, has not resulted in an
increase in the number of college graduates. Tinto (2012) asserts despite the growth in
students attending college, overall college completion rates have only increased slightly.
According to the National Student Clearinghouse (2015), the overall national six-year
graduation rate for the college freshman entering in 2009 was 52.9% compared to 55%
for the 2008 class. NCES (2018) reported the six-year graduation rate of public
institutions from their freshman class of 2010 was 60%. It follows that increased initial
enrollment in higher education from college going students will likely spur increased
attention on academic success measures such as retention and graduation rates.
As college enrollment rises, institutions are facing increased pressure to
demonstrate rising graduation or completion rates. In some cases, funding sources are
linked to increased measures of student success; many are tied to state funding.
Beginning in the 1990s, a number of state policy makers established institutional
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accountability for funding received by institutions (Shin & Milton, 2004). Often referred
to as performance budgeting and funding (PBF) programs, 36 states in the United States
utilized some type of PBF program as of 2001 (Shin & Milton, 2004). Although research
by Shin and Milton (2004) did not find a connection between PBF programs and
increased graduation rates in their five-year study, PBF continues to be a factor for
institutional funding resource allocation. DesJardins, Ahlburg, and McCall (2006) stated,
“in recent years the length of time it takes to complete a bachelor’s degree has garnered
considerable interest among educational policy makers, the general public, and their
legislative agents” (p. 575). Zhang (2009) reminded higher education leaders, “it is no
longer a secret that higher education is often regarded as a discretionary item in many
state budgets” (p. 714).
In addition to being a key metric in securing funding allocations, graduation rates
are also a noted reputational marker. Higher rates of student completion impact the
institution’s national rankings and accreditation evaluations. An institution’s graduation
rate can impact the overall institution or a specific academic program ranking or
accreditation. While higher education professionals are quick to point out the flawed
rating system in the annual “U.S. News and World Report America’s Best Colleges”
issue, there is no arguing this popular publication is the “go to” guide for influencing
many parents and prospective students in the college decision making process (Monks &
Ehrenberg, 1999). Common factors used in this popular report include retention and
graduation rates of the institutions being reviewed. Student achievement as part of
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accreditation is measured by students meeting learning outcomes, graduation rates, and
employment rates (Eaton, 2011).
Additionally, consistently successful graduation rates can ease pressure on
enrollment officers cultivating new freshman classes. Given the high costs of recruiting
new students, a strong completion and retention rate is a benefit to maintaining
enrollment. Ruffalo Noel-Levitz (2018) surveyed 126 not-for-profit four-year universities
and found the 2018 costs of recruiting a first-year student to a public institution was $536
and $2,357 for a private institution. The majority of recruitment costs in addition to
recruitment staff are marketing, purchasing lists of prospective students, travel, and
events (Ruffalo Noel-Levitz, 2018). Cuseo (n.d.) stated recruitment costs outpaced the
costs of retaining existing students by three to five times. For institutions whose retention
and completion rates are consistently strong they alleviate pressure to “fill the class” or
continue to exceed pervious recruitment goals that can result in spending efficiencies.
When an institution can demonstrate its ability to attract, retain, and graduate students the
cost of recruitment goes down.
Finally, a robust and satisfied alumni base is a positive outcome of high
graduation rates. College graduates become an important alumni base who serve as a
model for future degree seeking students as well as another potential revenue source for
the institution. Gaier (2005) identified alumni as not only a financial source of support to
institutions but also recognized the financial benefit of alumni involvement in the
institution. Alumni serve as important leaders for the institution in a variety of roles
including alumni board members, connecting with prospective students, and providing a
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link to corporate partners (Gaier, 2005). Similarly, Weerts and Ronca (2007) stated
alumni support institutions in a number of ways including political advocacy,
volunteerism, and charitable giving.
While graduation rates can positively impact colleges and universities, the
graduate is always the central figure. Clearly the primary benefactor of graduation is the
student who earns the college degree. Prospective students and their hopeful parents
pursue post-secondary education with the hopes of improving the student’s future.
Research supports the expectation a college graduate will have higher earnings over their
lifetime compared to individuals who did not attend college. This message is reinforced
in popular news magazines, student recruitment materials, and throughout the higher
education industry. Examples of this include a report by Mortenson (2000) asserting that
lifetime earnings were over one million dollars more for men who graduated from college
compared to men who graduated from high school. A more nuanced conclusion is from
Perna (2003), who offers increased earnings to a college degree might not be related to
the degree specifically, but instead the personal characteristics needed to complete the
college degree. Perhaps, it is suggested, these personal attributes not only support a
student towards graduation, but also results in high performance in the work
environment. In addition to financial benefits associated with a college degree, according
to the College Board (Ma, Pender, & Welch, 2016) college graduates are more likely to
engage in healthy behaviors as well as provide better opportunities to their children.
Graduation from college reaps benefits to the graduate well beyond the celebrations and
ceremonies that come with accepting a diploma.
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College graduates benefit the larger citizenry. While increased earnings over a
lifetime benefits a graduate, the tax revenue from increased earnings benefits government
spending (Trostel, 2010). Beyond positive economic contributions in the form of tax
dollars, those who have a college degree typically cost the government fewer
expenditures over their lifetime. Trostel (2010) found those who have a college degree
are less likely to need government expenditures and the College Board (Ma et al., 2016)
indicates college graduates are more likely to be engaged citizens. Earlier work by
Ishitani (2006) provided evidence of citizen contributions and claimed voting behavior is
linked to educational attainment. Tinto (2012) stated positive societal impacts from
individuals who completed the degree include voting, health, and volunteerism. Overall,
Chan (2016) sums up the impact of college graduates on society: “today’s society needs
college graduates who are not only knowledgeable and intellectual, but also learners who
can holistically contribute to their communities” (p. 26). Given the numerous benefits to
students, society, and higher education institutions, then, the focus upon increasing
graduation rates is understandable. Prioritization of increased degree completion is an
administrative effort on student retention and success. Clearly, the value of obtaining,
retaining, and graduating students has wide implications for society and the individual.
The critical question becomes how do institutions retain students once they matriculate?
Considerations of student retention and success are not new to higher education
administrators. According to Tinto (2006), student retention has traditionally been
conceptualized as an outcome of the individual student’s combined ability, skill, and
level of motivation. Common measures utilized to predict high school students’ academic
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ability for college level work were high school grade point average (GPA) and
standardized tests. While these are still commonly accepted measures, over-reliance upon
them in this manner is regarded as outdated. Tinto (2006) points out that the practice of
utilizing academic predictors as the main factor influencing retention and persistence
places the responsibility for success on the student alone, thus removing any
responsibility from the institution. A more modern viewpoint of combining responsibility
between the student and institution has provided a more comprehensive approach to
retention by institutions.
In addition to exploring factors related to college students who are retained,
attention has been directed toward identifying students who leave higher education and
their reasons for deciding to do so. Tinto’s (1975) model of attrition examines
interactions between the characteristics of the student and the institution. Tinto argued
that critical characteristics include race, socioeconomic status, academic preparation, and
motivational influence; institutional characteristics, alternatively, explore factors such as
institutional goals and meaningful interaction with faculty.
Since Tinto’s seminal work, significant and longstanding work has been done in
the area of attrition research. Related terms “retention”, “attrition”, and “persistence” are
commonly utilized similarly. However, the National Center for Education Statistics
(2019) makes distinctions among the words by using “attrition” to note the reduced
numbers of students as a result of lower student retention. “Retention” recognizes the
institutional measure and “persistence” the student behavior. Terenzini and Pascarella
(1980) reviewed six studies that utilized Tinto’s framework for understanding attrition
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and found the framework useful when considering why students leave the institution.
They found evidence to support the assertation of the important roles of academic and
social integration into institutional life plays in student success and satisfaction. The
researchers concluded that students need to find a place to “fit” in order to stay.
Surprisingly, it could be any kind of group membership beyond those related to their
academic aspirations. Furthermore, they also found student characteristics unique to the
student before they entered the institution did not appear to be a significant predictor of
persistence, a divergence from what is sometimes a common misconception among
administrators. Considering the significant investment institutions make in student
recruitment, understanding the motivating factors that cause students to return to campus
is critical.
Following the decision to matriculate is a second, equally critical choice a student
must make, whether or not to return. The loss of students who choose not to return for a
second year has a significant financial impact both for the institution and the state.
American Institutes for Research (AIR) (2010) focused on the cost associated with
students not returning for a second year of college and the negative impact on costs to the
state in the form of wasted taxpayer investment. According to AIR (2010), states gave
over $1.4 billion in funding to first-year students who did not return to college for a
second year. Marthers, Herrup, and Steele (2015) offer a formula for understanding the
real cost of student attrition, “multiply the college’s student population by the attrition
rate and then multiply the result by the annual cost of attendance” (p. 4).
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Another critical element associated with retention rates that is often
misunderstood or misrepresented is the manner in which “graduation rates” are measured.
Reported graduation rates only include students who have maintained seamless
enrollment at a single intuition; typically, institutions exclude those students who did not
begin as a traditional first-year new student. Thus, those students whose pathway to
graduation has been interrupted academically by a break in attendance or by attending
multiple institutions are often left uncounted. Jones-White, Radcliffe, Huesman, and
Kellogg (2010) argued that the historical definition of student success is too narrow for
today’s student. Today’s students do not always follow the assumptions of the original
model of continuous enrollment at one institution until graduation (Jones-White et al.,
2010). Similarly, Barefoot (2004) stated “institutional-level data fail to discriminate
between transfer and short-term stop out, and they do not take in account personal goals
of students, which may or may not include persistence to graduation at the institution
where the student entered” (p. 10). It may also be helpful to understand not every student
who leaves higher education leaves permanently. Tinto (1993) defined stop-outs as
students “who, after leaving college, re-enter at a later time to complete their degrees”
(p. 25). Compared to drop-outs who are students “who leave college and do not return”
(Tinto, 1993, p. 25). While the current mechanisms for measuring graduation rates is
more seamless, it is not a fully accurate representation. While institutional data may
appear to be a sound metric it is dependent on when it is measured and who is included in
the count.
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Studies show that there is truly a silent cohort of students who are academically
dismissed. Many studies on college completion completely disregard these students.
Supporting this claim, Berkovitz and O’Quin (2007) found “relatively little research
exists on the long-term outcomes of students who are readmitted to college after
academic dismissal or stop-out,” and their findings go on to state that, in fact, a portion of
educational researchers studying retention related issues often intentionally exclude
students who were academically dismissed (p. 201). Hall and Wiley Gahn (1994) stated
the little research that does exist about academically dismissed students who later
successfully seek readmission offers contradictory findings about the predictors of
academic success for these students. For example, factors identified by Denovchek
(1992) associated GPA upon re-enrollment as the strongest predictor for success among
students who had been academically re-instated. Denovchek (1992) also found women
were more likely to persist compared to men. Conversely, Berkovitz and O’Quin’s (2007)
study of academically dismissed college success rates found gender and returning GPA of
students in their study were not significant success predictors. Successful completion of
degree for students who are returning to college following academic dismissal is an area
of research ripe for future work.
In considering the factors that support successful degree completion following a
period of un-enrollment, it is notable that such a departure from academic work is
sometimes cast as a negative. However, the experience of the individual student may
indicate otherwise. While departing from higher education is generally seen as
unproductive for degree completion, time away from higher education is sometimes
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needed before some students find success. As part of a research project of students on
academic probation Giampa and Symbaluk (2018) interviewed students who had taken
time away from the university. Participants identified success factors upon their return as
personal growth, maturity, and self-motivation (Giampa & Symbaluk, 2018). Giampa
and Symbaluk also found some participants also identified value in taking time away
from school as well as when returning and changing their program of study as beneficial.
Indeed, while low student persistence rates and attrition may impact an institutional
budget negatively, the time away from the classroom may, in fact make later success a
possibility.
Attracting and retaining college students is critical to the survival and reputation
of higher education institutions. Funding follows retention and attrition is viewed as a
negative element in getting students to graduation. However, former models that assumed
a continuous four-year path no longer fit the transient nature of today’s students.
Dropping in, stepping out, and dual enrolling are increasingly common practices.
Researchers have focused their attention on how to retain students, but little has been
written about those who have been academically dismissed. Why and how would these
individuals seek readmission and ultimately succeed? This study begins to answer this
question through the experiences and voices of students who did just that.
Conceptual Framework
Little is known about students who are not retained at the institution but later
return after being academically dismissed and successfully complete their degree. Due to
the limited body of research, this study follows a phenomenology research approach and
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was designed as an exploratory study to gain a better understanding of how students
described their experience on academic probation, moving from academic dismissal, to
reinstatement, to continued satisfactory progress to graduation. To examine this
experience, commonly recognized retention and attrition factors associated with both the
student and institution will be considered. The overarching framework that guided this
study included Tinto’s (1993) work on the causes and cures of attrition. This existing
framework addressing retention and attrition provide guidance which helps institutions in
retaining students. This theory is also designed to identify which students may be more
likely to leave the institution.
In Tinto’s 1993 work, Leaving College, he offers hope for degree completion of
students who leave college by stating “every leaving contains the potential for eventual
return” (p. 211). In this work, Tinto explores what is known about student departure in
higher education. Special attention is given to students who are considered nontraditional in age and students of color. Additionally, Tinto (1993) indicates the
importance of the student experience in the classroom for persistence.
While Tinto’s work is critical to understanding the elements that inform retention
initiatives, there are gaps in the larger exploration of student success post-reinstatement.
The existing frameworks on retention and attrition do not address the unique experience
of students who eventually reach graduation after being academically dismissed from an
institution. Evidence of this is seen in previous research done by Berkovitz and O’Quin
(2007) as well as Hall and Wiley Gahn (1994). Simply put, college graduation matters for
every student, not only the students who have a seamless path to graduation. And even as
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institutions focus on limiting the impact of known challenges to student retention by
creating retention focused support systems, institutions still struggle in meeting their
retention goals (DeBerard, Spielmans, & Julka, 2004; Stewart, Lim, & Kim, 2015).
As identified above, college graduation positively impacts the quality of life for
the graduate (Ma et al., 2016) and increases the likelihood of potential earning power
(Mortenson, 2000). Additionally, college graduation rates positively impact the
institution from a financial and reputation standpoint (Gaier, 2005; Weerts & Ronca,
2007). Students who are not retained to the institution have significant cost. Marthers
et al. (2015) explained the cost of attrition is more than lost tuition dollars, attrition
impacts college rankings as well as negatively influencing the perception of prospective
students. According to Marthers et al. (2015), “the public perception of the cost of
attending college, the value of the degree, and the financial aid process are not just key
factors when it comes to recruiting students; they can significantly impact student
retention and graduation rates” (p. 5).
The typical path for a student to graduation is outdated and this study, framed
within known inquiry research on the topic of retention, persistence and gradational rates
will enhance our understanding of the student collegiate degree completion experience.
Research Question and Study Design Overview
The purpose of this exploratory study was to understand the experience of
academically reinstated students after they graduated or as they prepared for graduation at
a public, Midwest institution. The study was guided by the following question: How does
a student who has been academically dismissed describe the experience leading up to
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academic probation and academic dismissal, the time period of sitting out from the
institution, and the process of successfully progressing to graduation after having been
academically readmitted to the institution? Sub-questions were used to clarify how the
student understood their unique experience. These questions included: (a) How does a
student describe the factors that led to the student being placed on academic probation
and then being dismissed? and (b) How does the student describe the period of sitting out
from the institution? and (c) How does the student describe their pathway back to
graduation after readmission?
The research design selected for this study was phenomenology. Creswell (2014)
defines phenomenological research as “a design of inquiry coming from the philosophy
and psychology in which the researcher describes the lived experience of individuals
about a phenomenon as described by the participants” (p. 14). Although institutional
practices have an impact, phenomenological study allows the researcher to focus on the
experience of the participant (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Utilizing a phenomenology
design will support the discovery of how students describe and make meaning of their
academic struggle as part of their academic success. The primary data collection tool for
this study is participant interviews. According to Merriam and Tisdell (2016)
“interviewing is necessary when we cannot observe behavior, feelings, or how people
interpret the world around them” (p. 108).
Assumptions
There were several assumptions underlying this research project. I assumed there
were enough degree-seeking students who experienced academic dismissal and
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reinstatement to provide an adequate picture of the student experience. I assumed it
would be easy to identify recent graduates from the research site who reached graduation
after reinstatement. I assumed the study participants would provide honest responses to
the interview questions. I assumed possible participants in the study by nature of the
dismissal and reinstatement at the institution observed the required minimum twosemester “stop out” period associated with academic dismissal. Additionally, I assumed
that retention and degree completion will continue to be relevant topics for the field of
higher education.
Delimitations
There were delimitations of this study based on the study design. All participants
in the study were previously academically dismissed from the university after
experiencing academic probation. All participants successfully gained readmission to the
institution and made satisfactory degree progress that allowed them to graduate or be
within a semester of graduation. During the time of this study, the world was
experiencing a pandemic which limited personal contact with research participants which
is often used in qualitative research. Further, the institution the participants attended used
a combination of in-person and on-line courses which could have impacted the student
experience. In addition, the academic calendar had been rearranged to limit student travel
and streamline the semester. No other conditions were placed on study participants.
Limitations
This study included participants who had previously been academically
dismissed, academically reinstated, successfully progressed towards graduation or
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graduated at one particular institution. This sample did not include similar participants
who experienced academic dismissal and reinstatement but were not on track for
applying for graduation, participants who had been dismissed and reinstated but the
purpose of their attendance does not include the goal of graduation, or individuals who
were academically dismissed from the institution involved in this study but then were
admitted to another institution and successfully progressed to graduation.
Definition of Terms
The following definitions were utilized in this study:
Academic probation—Occurs when a student is not meeting the academic
standard set by an institution.
Academic dismissal—Is the formal removal of a student from an institution based
on multiple semesters of academic probation.
Academic reinstatement—Is the admission code given to a student who
previously faced academic dismissal.
At-risk—A student who is first-generation, lower socioeconomic background, or
lacks academic preparation (Bishop, 2016).
Attrition—Occurs when a student leaves the institution.
Drop-out—A student who leaves the institution and does not return (Tinto, 1993).
Retention—Occurs when a student has continual enrollment from first to second
year at the same institution.
Performance based funding—State funding based on performance indicators.
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Stop-out—A student who leaves the institution and later returns to complete the
degree (Tinto, 1993).
Significance of the Study
This study fills an identified gap in the research focused upon student success
after academic reinstatement. Currently, reinstated students attending college make up a
very small population of college going attendees, however, as the numbers of collegegoing high school graduates increases so will the increased number of at-risk students on
college campuses. With more students participating in higher education who are
considered “at-risk,” higher education researchers interested in student retention and
success will find the study significant.
Higher education administrators and practitioners have a vested interest in the
success of all students. This study may help practitioners better understand the experience
of this population of students. The participants’ stories and experiences may inform
strategies or techniques used to ensure the success and degree completion of students
who face academic struggle and challenge in the form of academic probation or
dismissal. For this particular institution, administrators may learn how participants have
perceived the effectiveness of institutional practices and programs.
Having a more robust knowledge of the multiple factors which impact graduation
rates is useful to policy makers and state legislatures. There is value in learning more
about the common experiences of students who face academic struggle and find later
academic success particularly with funding-based performance standards being adopted
in many states.
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Summary
As higher education researchers and practitioners know from past research,
student anecdotes and lived experience as administrators, not every student who starts a
college degree will seamlessly reach graduation. While institutions continue to offer
institution led retention programming to specific at-risk populations, some students will
not see success at the desired levels of the institution nor of the student. Institutional
intervention, however well intended, cannot accommodate the complex roles and
schedules many students juggle. Students who are working, raising children or living
through personal crisis often have erratic schedules that make accessing resources
difficult. Increased knowledge about the perspective of the student who successfully
graduates from the institution after academic dismissal and reinstatement will improve
the practices that may increase student success, persistence and eventual degree
completion.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Introduction
In this review of literature, I explored previous research that was germane to the
main research question of this dissertation: How does a student who has been
academically dismissed describe the experience leading up to academic probation and
academic dismissal, the time period of sitting out from the institution, and the process of
successfully progressing to graduation after having been academically readmitted to the
institution? The chapter begins with a review of research relevant to the conceptual
framework used in the study. The review then turned to topics relevant to the study,
including retention, academic probation, academic dismissal, and students returning to
pursue their degree after dismissal. Finally, I explored the limitations in the existing
literature.
Degree completion matters. Tinto (2012) simply states, “what matters is not
simply attending college but completing a degree, especially a four-year degree” (p. 1).
With the completion of a college degree as the shared goal among college students,
institutions, and various stakeholders it is important to learn more about all pathways to
graduation. Cook and Pullaro (2010) state “it is clear in nearly every conversation about
higher education accountability that graduation rates are increasingly viewed as critical, if
not the critical measure of both student and institutional success” (p. 2). Graduation rates
measure the percentage of students who earn their degree within in a prescribed 150% of
the four-year time frame for what is prescribed for degree completion (NCES, 2019).
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According to the NCES (2019), the six-year graduation rate for first-time, full-time
undergraduate students at four-year institutions in Fall 2011 was 60% overall. Graduation
rates vary by institution type, for example a 60% graduation rate was found at public
institutions compared to a 66% graduation rate at private nonprofit institutions and a 21%
rate a private for-profit institutions.
Framework of the Study
Understanding students must first be retained to reach graduation, a review of
retentions theories was explored in relation to this study. Tinto’s (1975, 1993)
Institutional Departure Model exploring the undergraduate dropout process was identified
as a foundational theory relevant to informing this study.
Conceptual framework. According to Maxwell (2013), “a conceptual framework
for your research is something that is constructed, not found. It incorporates pieces that
are borrowed from elsewhere, but the structure, the overall coherence, is something that
you build, not something that exists ready-made” (p. 41). Guidance from these theories
can better help one understand these phenomena (Maxwell, 2013). The conceptual
framework guiding this research is Tinto’s (1993) Leaving College: Rethinking the
Causes and Cures of Student Attrition. This existing framework addresses retention and
attrition. This framework is also designed to identify which students may be more likely
to leave the institution. In addition to Tinto’s work, relevant literature on students who
have been successfully readmitted and progressed to graduation will be drawn upon to
guide this research. Little research exists in this area but there are some themes identified
that may be attributed to a student being more successful after readmission. Studies by
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Leppel (1984) and Giampa and Symbaluk (2018) found time away from the higher
education setting as a benefit for some students. Additionally, Denovchek (1992) found
grade point average (GPA) in the semester after readmission and Cogan (2010) found
quality points associated with GPA as a factor for future success.
Tinto’s Institutional Departure Theory. In Leaving College: Rethinking the
Causes and Cures of Student Attrition (1993) Tinto proposed an interactional theory of
student departure from higher education that explored both causes related to the student
and the institution. Additionally, Tinto (1993) offered procedures and considerations for
intuitions to utilize when addressing student retention and degree completion.
The two attributes Tinto (1993) identified with student departure from the
institution are “intention” and “commitment.” Intention is informed by the student’s
goals, which might be for educational or career purposes. It is important to remember
uncertainty around intention, that might be seen in the form of changing majors or career
paths, should not be seen as negative but as part of the normal maturing that occurs
during college (Tinto, 1993). The student’s commitment is represented by the student’s
willingness to work towards the education or career goal. Institutional commitment
represents the student’s willingness to work towards the goal at that particular institution
(Tinto, 1993).
Tinto (1993) identified four situations students may experience at the institution
that might impact student departure, these themes are defined as “adjustment,”
“difficulty,” “incongruence,” and “isolation.” The first theme, adjustment, encompasses
academic struggle, lack of social connection, and uncertainty associated with transition
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according to Tinto (1993). The next theme, difficulty, occurs when a student is
experiencing significant academic challenges that go beyond general academic transition
issues (Tinto, 1993). According to Tinto, incongruence is the lack of fit between the
student and the institution in either academic or social ways (1993). The final theme
Tinto (1993) identifies impacting the student leaving the institution is isolation. Isolation
could come from a lack of meaningful relationships with faculty, students, or the
community.
The roots of Tinto’s student departure theory come from Van Gennep’s research
on the rites of passage in tribal societies and Emile Durkheim’s theory of suicide
(Tinto,1993). The anthropologist Van Gennep explored the transition to adulthood in
societies, these stages were labeled as separation, transition, and incorporation (as cited in
Tinto, 1993). According to Tinto 1993), Van Gennep explored how these three stages
could represent other situations or environments. Building off of this concept, Tinto
applied these concepts to the foundation of students’ transition during college. The stages
of student transition Tinto (1993) developed were separations from communities of the
past, the transition between high school and college, and incorporation into the society of
the college. What Tinto (1993) found missing from these stages was “the largely informal
process of interaction among individuals on campus which lead to incorporation” (p. 99).
Emile Durkheim was a sociologist trying to understand how death by suicide differed by
countries and within countries over time. Durkheim identified four types of suicide:
altruistic, anomic, fatalistic, and egotistical (as cited in Tinto, 1993). Tinto (1993) found
relevancy to student departure in how egotistical suicide was described as occurring when
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“individuals are unable to become integrated and establish membership within the
communities of society” (p 101). According to Tinto (1993), “Durkheim’s work, like that
of Van Gennep, provides us a way of understanding how colleges, comprised as they are
of differing social and intellectual communities, come to influence the leaving of their
students” (p. 104).
According to Braxton, Milem, and Sullivan (2000) and more recently Godor
(2017) Tinto’s theory is the most used theory of student departure in higher education
research in the past 40 years. The theory has been used in studies from its inception to the
present (see for example, Berger & Braxton, 1998; Bowman & Denson, 2014; Braxton et
al., 2000; Ishitani, 2008; Lee, Donlan, & Brown, 2011; Lee & Ferrare, 2019; LongwellGrice & Longwell-Grice, 2008). Tinto’s theory has been used in studies focused on firstyear student retention (Berger & Braxton, 1998; Bowman & Denson, 2014) and studies
focused on transfer students (Ishitani, 2008). Institution type in studies have varied from
private four-year (Bowman & Denson, 2014; Braxton et al., 2000) to public four-year
(Lee et al., 2011; Longwell-Grice & Longwell-Grice, 2008) and community colleges
(Karp, Hughes, & O’Gara, 2010). Tinto’s theory has also guided research done across the
Unites States including the Northeast (Karp et al., 2010) the Midwest (Bowman &
Denson, 2014; Braxton et al., 2000) and the South (Longwell-Grice & Longwell-Grice,
2009; Bowman & Denson, 2014).
While there are numerous studies that utilize Tinto’s theory, there are studies that
found limitations of his theory being applied to specific populations of students. In a
study by Longwell-Grice and Longwell-Grice (2008) they found support for Tinto’s
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argument for meaningful faculty and student interactions outside of the formal classroom
setting with the first-generation and working-class students they studied. Longwell-Grice
and Longwell-Grice (2008) challenged that these specific populations struggled with
connecting to these optional opportunities when they did not live on campus at the same
rates as non-first-generation college students and students from a higher socioeconomic
background. Lee et al. (2011) used Tinto’s theory of departure to understand factors of
retention and persistence affecting American Indian/Alaskan Native students at
predominantly White institutions. Lee et al. (2011) challenged Tinto’s theory as not fully
understanding the impact of the student’s family on the student’s ability to integrate into
the academic and social aspects of the college experience. Palmer, Davis, and Maramba
(2011) studied student departure of black male students at historically Black college and
universities. Palmer et al. (2011) challenged Tinto’s assertion of the importance of
student integration into the college environment requiring the student to separate from
their previous communities. Palmer et al. (2011) study showed the importance of the
minority student support network outside of the college community as a positive factor
for the student.
Graduation Rates
By function of how graduation rates are measured, often missing from institution
reported graduation rates is the graduation achievement of students who have stopped out
or been academically dismissed before returning to complete their degree (Berkovitz &
O’Quin, 2007; Hall & Wiley Gahn, 1994). To learn more about the unique experience of
students who experience academic dismissal, gain readmission, and proceed towards
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graduation it is critical to review literature on retention, academic probation, academic
dismissal, and existing research on academically reinstated students.
Retention. Historical data regarding the infancy of higher education reveals that
college was for a select few, retention was not a concern and adequate work opportunities
were available without any kind of degree. With the passage of the Morrill Land Grant
Act in 1962 many states opted to use their land to begin creating colleges and universities
(Goldin & Katz, 1999). With colleges and universities taking shape, administrators
became interested in the notion of attrition. Ironically, at the time it was called mortality.
In the 1930’s the first study on student retention was completed by John McNeely of the
US Department of Interior and Office of Education. This work gave rise to retention as a
field of study and laid the foundation for future efforts by many of the names associated
with today’s retention efforts.
The GI bill, the civil rights movement and the Higher Education Act of 1965
expanded who could and did attend college. However, colleges were not prepared for the
diversity this large mass of undergraduates presented. Enrolling and retaining these
students became difficult to manage. During the late 1960’s Astin and Bayer encouraged
colleges to systematically study student retention (Berger & Lyon, 2005), but it was not
until Spady’s (1970) sociological model of factors impacting student retention was
published that the specific variables of retention were identified.
Early theories. Spady (1970) argued academic potential, normative congruence,
grade performance, intellectual development and friendship supported integration. In
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1971 he published a study stating that formal academic performance was the dominant
factor.
In 1975 Tinto introduced a model of attrition that noted formal and informal
academic experiences also played a role in the decision to stay. Since then, he has
expanded his model to include the match between student expectations and institutional
mission, student goal commitment, and the overall student experience. As noted earlier,
he ultimately summarized this as a matter of fitting in or feeling affiliated with the
institution. Even today, Tinto’s work is seen as a major contributor to how scholars
research and practitioners program to keep students enrolled.
Pascarella (1980) examined retention through the lens of fit between the student
and the institution they were attending specifically, stating the importance of faculty
connecting with students outside of the formal classroom setting. Pascarella found the
most beneficial informal student-faculty contacts extended from the classroom setting to
related contacts around the arts, value issues, and career connections.
Astin (1985) built upon the student’s level of involvement at the institution with
his theory of student involvement. This theory focused on how motivated and engaged
the student was in the learning process. Astin (1985) defined student involvement as “the
quantity and quality of the physical and psychological energy that students invest in the
college experience” (p. 528). Students could demonstrate involvement in both academic
and non-academic activities, including research, student government, athletics, and their
place of residence.
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Measuring retention. As theories of retention were expanding the definition of
what exactly constitutes retention was being refined. For a student to reach the milestone
of college graduation, they first have to be retained to the institution. Retention rates are
defined as the percentage of first-time undergraduates who enroll at the same institution
the following fall semester (NCES, 2019). According to NCES (2019), the retention rate
for first-time, full-time undergraduate students at four-year institutions in 2016 was 81%.
Retention rates vary by selectivity and institutional type. According to the NCES (2019),
at four-year public institutions retention rates range from 62% at the least selective
institutions to 96% at the most selective. Institutions are focused on increasing retention
rates to lead to increased graduation rates. In addition to the goal of increased graduation
rates, institutions are aware of the financial cost of not retaining students. American
Institutes for Research (2010) found the cost associated with students not returning to
public institutions has a negative impact on costs to the state in the form of wasted
taxpayer dollars. Additionally, it is more cost effective for an institution to retain current
students compared to recruiting new students according to Ruffalo Noel-Levitz (2018).
Student departure from an institution occurs due to academic dismissal and voluntary
withdrawal. While the number of departures as a result of academic dismissal might not
seem significant, Tinto (1993) found student departure because of academic dismissal
accounts for about 15 to 25% of student departures.
Understanding the significance of college retention rates, administrators and
stakeholders actively anticipate measuring the retention of first-year cohorts at the start of
the following academic year. Additionally, administrators actively support the
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development of specific population retention efforts as well as university wide retention
efforts. Attempts to increase college student retention has become a large focus on many
campuses with a growing number of retention consultants offering insight to this
challenge. Common retention factors focus on the student and institutional factors.
Student factors. Common factors of retention attributable to the student are precollege academic performance indicators such as high school GPA and standardized tests
as well as factors associated directly with the student such as gender, ethnicity, and firstgeneration status (DeBerard et al., 2004; Stewart et al., 2005).
DeBerard et al. (2004) studied previously identified predictors of academic
achievement and retention such as gender, high school GPA, and standardized test scores.
DeBerard et al. (2004) also studied additional risk factors in the areas of social support,
coping factors, and health status for impact on academic achievement and retention. Two
hundred four (204) freshmen were surveyed on these ten variables in a classroom setting
in the first few weeks of the semester. DeBerard et al. (2004) found a statistically
significant correlation between cumulative GPA and retention. While DeBerard et al.
(2004) focused on a wide variety of academic and nonacademic variables, GPA was the
only variable which correlated to retention.
Stewart et al. (2015) examined which demographics, family characteristics,
precollege, and college academic performance factors predicted persistence of students
who were taking remedial course work. Students were identified for remedial course
work based on a state mandate that required any student who received an ACT score
below 19 on any of the subject test scores be placed in noncredit bearing remedial course
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work. Two groups of students were studied, one group who had participated in remedial
course work and the other group did not enroll in any remedial course work. Sixty point
five percent (60.5%) of students taking remedial course work persisted for five or more
semesters compared to 73.2% of non-remedial students who persisted five or more
semesters. Stewart et al. (2015) did not find retention impacted by gender or ethnicity for
students who participated in remediation. Stewart et al. (2015) did find the strongest
prediction of persistence in both groups was first-semester college GPA.
Laskey and Hetzel (2011) studied students who did not meet the standard
admission requirements at a Midwest, midsized, and private institution. Students who had
a composite ACT of 20 and a high school GPA of 2.0 could seek admission through a
one-year conditional acceptance program (CAP). First semester CAP participants
enrolled in a freshman transition class as well as a 100-level psychology course. Second
semester CAP participants were allowed to enroll in 12 credits of regular college courses.
At the completion of the two semester, CAP students with a GPA of 2.0 or above were
admitted to the university while those below 2.0 were academically dismissed. Laskey
and Hetzel (2011) looked at demographic information including gender and ethnicity,
participation in tutoring, ACT scores, high school and college GPAs in relationship to
self-report survey completed by the students measuring neuroticism, extraversion,
openness, agreeableness, and conscientiousness from the Five Factor Inventory. Laskey
and Hetzel found gender as well as ethnicity had no significant difference on retention
similar to work done by Stewart et al. (2015). Laskey and Hetzel (2011) found there was
no significant difference in high school GPA or ACT score on retention of students.
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Daugherty and Lane (1999) studied college retention using academic ability,
family background, stress, and perceived self-perception if the student did not maintain
progress to earning a college degree. Daugherty and Lane (1999) studied retention of
first-year students at an all-male military college with a sample size of 382. In addition to
examining pre-entry academic ability and student demographic characteristics,
participants also responded to questionnaires about stress and alienation from peers. They
found a student’s retention was not just influenced by academic factors and ability but
also psychological factors. Specifically, stress experienced early in the college
experience, as soon as the students first week, had a negative impact on retention
according to Daugherty and Lane (1999).
While there are common factors associated with the student in regard to
examining retention, there are mixed findings on the impact of these factors. Laskey and
Hetzel (2011) found gender as well as ethnicity had no significant difference on retention
similar to work done by Stewart et al. (2015). Laskey and Hetzel (2011) found there was
no significant difference in high school GPA or ACT score on retention of students.
However, Daugherty and Lane (1999) found standardized test scores, SAT, and high
school GPA were associated with increase vulnerability to attrition. Beyond student
factors that impact retention, attention must also be given to institutional factors.
Institutional factors. While a number of retention factors focus on the student,
student retention can also be impacted by the institution. Factors associated with the
college or university the student attends are commonly referred to as institutional factors.
These factors could include things such as institution size, student demographic, and the
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institution’s orientation to students. From the orientation programs institutions deliver to
students, Tinto states “student departures mirror the students an institution recruits . . . it
reflects the character of student commitment and the quality of effort students are willing
to make on behalf of the goal of college completion” (p. 205).
Lau (2003) explored institutional factors affecting student retention by identifying
three primary categories that impact retention, they are institutional administrators,
faculty, and students. In the first category, institutional administrators, key issues
identified are lack of financial support or funding for students, academic services to
provide academic support for students, managing multicultural and diversity issues
effectively on campus, and physical facilities to support student learning. In the second
category, faculty can contribute to issues of retention based on how they teach. Lau found
when faculty aided student learning with relevant technology as well as hands-on
application of the material students were more likely to persist. Teaching strategies such
as problem-based learning and task-oriented learning with peers were seen as beneficial.
Lau also reminds us that students have a role central to the learning process. Students
must demonstrate ownership and responsibility in the learning process. Students also
must be motivated for the college learning experience. Finally, students need to be
willing to utilize peers who can serve as study partners or tutors to learn from as part of
the learning process.
Laskey and Hetzel (2011) reminded us that students being admitted into college
with differing academic backgrounds higher education is facing more diverse learners
who may not possess the skills to be successful in their pursuit of completing a college
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degree. With this in mind, institutions can aid student learning and success with academic
supports. In Laskey and Hetzel’s (2011) study, a positive correlation between personality
trait conscientiousness and agreeableness in regard to utilizing tutoring services was
found. Laskey and Hetzel found high school GPA and GPA were not a strong indicator of
college success for this population. Tutoring and academic support had a positive effect
on a student’s retention and GPA, with the key being regular weekly tutoring and
academic support.
In addition to institutional supports like academic interventions or resources put in
place by the institution, Tinto (2012) found institutional action can directly and indirectly
influence student expectations. According to Tinto (2012), institutions must create “an
environment that provides students with a clear road-map and high expectations for their
success. . . .” (p. 23). The second condition, support, focuses on the institutions academic,
social and financial support of students during college (Tinto, 2012). Tinto (2012)
highlights practices such as supplemental instruction, learning communities, and bridge
programs as well as processes for academic advising and career explorations. The third
condition, assessment and feedback, connects to the opportunities the student has to learn
about their own abilities so they can if needed adjust their behaviors for success (Tinto,
2012). Assessment begins in the admissions process but continues into the classroom
through regular feedback on class work. Tinto (2012) also highlights early academic
supports such as early-warning systems that faculty can utilize to find support for
students who are struggling. The final condition is involvement which is commonly
referred to as engagement. Students who are engaged in the university community in the
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classroom, outside of the classroom and having meaningful ways to experience these
connections are more likely to be retained and persist (Tinto, 2012).
O’Keefe (2013) examined retention issues associated with students as well as
those associated with the institution. O’Keefe (2013) challenged institutions to create a
caring environment for students to be successful in, specifically when the institution
understood what the common student focused retention factors were pertaining to their
student population. Strategies identified by O’Keefe included intentional development of
student-faculty relationships and improvement of student support services as focus areas
in institutions to addressing retention risks.
Academic struggles. Recently, researchers and practitioners started identifying
students they are concerned about retaining as “at-risk” students. Bishop (2016) defined
at-risk students as: first-generation college students, students from lower socioeconomic
backgrounds, and students with low high school academic preparation. Bishop (2016)
found at-risk students faced challenges including academic preparation as well as social
adjustment. Heisserer and Parette (2002) offered a similar definition of at-risk students
that included students who may be minorities, be academically challenged, have
disabilities, and come from low socioeconomic status. In some cases, these students may
be at greater risk for retention based on being a member of more than one at-risk student
group.
Academic probation. In addition to specific outreach for at-risk student
populations, there has been growing attention to students on academic probation as part
of the national conversation on retention. Academic probation occurs when a student is
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not meeting the academic standard set by an institution. Based on enrollment data from
NCES in 2009, Seirup and Rose (2011) anticipated approximately 25% of all college
students will at some point in their academic career be on academic probation. The cost
of a student being on academic probation is not only a cost to the student but is also a
threat to the student continuing their pursuit of a college degree. Houle (2013) found
25% of student attrition from institutions was attributed to students who were on
academic probation.
Students, who are at-risk for being on academic probation, are hard to identify or
describe in one way because students on probation come from many backgrounds. Some
common factors for students on probation are academic preparation before entering
college (Demetriou & Schmitz-Sciborski, 2011), low levels of motivation (Seirup &
Rose, 2011) and demographic characteristics such as first-generation or socioeconomic
status (Demetriou & Schmitz-Sciborski, 2011).
Academic probation not only threatens the student’s academic progress, the label
of academic probation has also been found to signal failure to the student (Duffy, 2010).
This sense of failure weighs heavily on students and according to Barouch-Gilbert (2016)
“can manifest in several ways including embarrassment, humiliation, shame, depression,
loneliness, and anxiety” (p. 154). While feelings of self-doubt and shame are known to be
experienced while on probation, little is known about the lasting impact these feelings
leave on a student who returns to good academic standing.
To better support students who were on probation, institutions have begun to
focus on academic advising resources and have developed interventions. According to
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Kamphoff, Hutson, Amundsen, and Atwood (2007), these initiatives were generally one
of two interventions (a) students completing a class or workshop on academic skills or
(b) a student working directly with an academic advisor. These types of institutional
responses were commonly measured for success by identifying the number of
participants in the intervention. Rarely does an evaluation or assessment of these
interventions dive deeper into exploring the behavior, motivation and self-efficacy of the
student on probation (Kamphoff et al., 2007).
Academic dismissal. In most cases, academic dismissal signals a student being
formally removed from the institution after a specific number of semesters on academic
probation. Cogan (2010) found academically dismissed students had less realistic goals,
less awareness of their academic deficiencies, and also assumed less responsibility for
their own actions compared to more successful students.
A study by Ott (1988) examined academic failure or success after one semester,
the study participants included two different entering first-year cohorts from 1984 and
1985. Academic failure was defined as academic dismissal from the university and
academic success was defined as satisfactory performance. Ott used a combination of
standardized test scores and high school GPA; personal demographics which included
race and gender; and finally, college environment characteristics which included living
on or off campus, attending full or part-time and academic major. Ott found through
running logistic regression analyses of both cohorts that students with a lower high
school GPA had significantly higher predicted possibilities of being academically
dismissed. Standardized test scores showed limited impact, with the math sub score not
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showing any prediction for dismissal for either cohort and the verbal sub score only
showing prediction for likely dismissal in one of the cohorts. Race was found to be a
significant predictor of academic performance. Ott found students in the same academic
major, equal SAT and high school GPA, were more likely to face academic failure if they
were black compared to Asian or white students. Academic performance was not
impacted by the variables of sex, residence, and attendance status.
Some institutions have a process in place to allow students to immediately return
the semester after academic dismissal. Cherry and Coleman (2010) described a unique
program at one public liberal arts college that allowed a small population of students who
moved to academic dismissal to submit a plan for academic success that may result in
their dismissal returning to probation. Cherry and Coleman (2010) found this approach to
be unique to this specific college and identified the student’s need for self-advocacy and
responsibility as unique to other dismissal appeal programs. The student developed plans
are made of many of the typical components of academic recovery they found at other
institutions such as change of major, limiting enrolled credit hours, increased contact with
student services, and limiting the number of work hours (Cherry & Coleman, 2010).
While the components are the same at this college, the student is the one who is
responsible for the execution of the plan. Developing the academic plan is only an
opportunity for a small number of the dismissed students, cases that rise to being
considered for the plan occur when the student can demonstrate they were in a wrong fit
major, had been recently diagnosed with a learning disability, or faced a unique trauma or
crisis in the same time frame of the semester. Students who submitted an academic
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recovery plan and thoughtfully addressed all of the requested components of the plan
may be allowed to continue enrollment at the college. Cherry and Coleman (2010) found
from Fall 2002 through 2007, the 75 students who submitted accepted plans were
retained at a level similar to the general student population, 82.65%. Similarly, Brost and
Payne (2011) interviewed students who had been academically dismissed from a
university where students have the opportunity to appeal the dismissal decision. As part
of the appeal process, students must explain in their own words why they have been
academically dismissed and if readmitted immediately, what they would do differently
moving forward. Brost and Payne (2011) found students reported value in providing a
written statement reflecting upon both the academic and non-academic challenges that
led to the dismissal.
Kopp and Shaw’s (2016) research focused on being academically dismissed from
the university. Kopp and Shaw (2016) utilized data from an existing research initiative by
the College Board of first year students entering college in 2007. Data came from
students at 10 different institutions. Kopp and Shaw (2016) randomly selected over half
of the institutions to look at and examined what academic measure was used for academic
dismissal. While there was some variation, the majority of those institutions identified
students having below a 2.0 GPA as "the point of academic dismissal” and have used the
phrase “academic jeopardy” to identify students who did not leave in good academic
standing. Kopp and Shaw found “6-year graduation outcomes were strongly related to the
circumstances under which a student left their initial 4-year institution, with students
leaving in good standing most likely to graduate from another 4-year institution (53%),
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and students leaving in academic jeopardy very likely to fail to complete a degree in 6
years (81%)” (2016, p. 23). Kopp and Shaw (2016) did find male students and
underrepresented minority students were more likely to leave in academic jeopardy
compared to female students.
Ost, Pan, and Webber (2018) focused their research on the financial impact
academic dismissal had on the student. The researchers utilized existing administrative
data about enrollment from 13 public universities in the state of Ohio and compared it to
unemployment insurance earnings by using regression discontinuity design. Ost et al.
(2018) found students who are dismissed see a short-term positive financial gain when
they are not paying tuition and have the potential to work more hours compared to
traditional students. The researchers examined the earnings of students who had been
dismissed 7 to 12 years out after dismissal and found those students who persisted
through graduation after 8 years had recouped their cost of college and showed increased
earnings.
When Students Return
While departing from higher education is generally seen as unproductive for
degree completion; time away from higher education is sometimes necessary before some
students find academic success. Tinto (1993) stated,
leavers often do not think of themselves as failures. Many see their actions as
quite positive steps towards goal fulfillment. It is often the case that such
departures are an important part of the process of discovery which marks
individual social and intellectual maturation. (p. 3)
Academic reinstatement. As part of a research project about students on
academic probation, Giampa and Symbaluk (2018) interviewed students who had taken
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time away from the university. Participants identified success factors upon their return as
personal growth, maturity, and self-motivation (Giampa & Symbaluk, 2018). Some
participants also identified value in taking time away from school, and when they did
return to school, some found changing their program of study as beneficial (Giampa &
Symbaluk, 2018). Similarly, Leppel (1984) thought there might be some value to students
who struggle academically to step away from the educational setting temporarily. Leppel
(1984) hypothesized returning students may have developed skills in the “real world” that
support them in reaching their academic goals. Leppel’s work did not differentiate on
why a student was a returning student, meaning a student who stopped pursuing their
degree by choice or was forced to leave the institution because of academic dismissal.
Leppel’s work may be relevant to the lived experience of students who are returning from
being dismissed in regard to still having additional responsibilities like family care or
work. Leppel’s data came from a class survey of junior standing students in a business
course at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. Leppel compared continuing
and returning students across five variables including GPA, standardized tests for
admission, total study time, enrolled courses and study time per course. Mean GPA and
standardized test scores were higher in the returning student group. It was found both
groups spent the same amount of time studying outside of class but returning students
who were enrolled in less hours or classes studied more time per class than their peers
who were in the continuing student group.
The work of Berkovitz and O’Quin (2007) found that “relatively little research
exists on the long-term outcomes of students who are readmitted to college after
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academic dismissal or stop-out,” and that a portion of educational researchers studying
retention related issues often intentionally exclude students who were academically
dismissed (p. 201). Hall and Wiley Gahn (1994) stated the little research that does exist
about academically dismissed students who later successfully seek readmission offers
contradictory findings for predictors of academic success for these students. For example,
factors identified by Denovchek (1992) associated with persistence of students who were
reinstated identified GPA upon re-enrollment as the strongest predictor for success.
Denovchek (1992) also found women were more likely to persist compared to men.
Berkovitz and O’Quin’s (2007) study of academically dismissed college success rates
found gender and returning GPA of students in their study were not significant success
predictors. Cogan (2010) attempted to examine academic dismissal in a different way,
using graded hours and GPA to determine which factors could be used to predict a
student’s potential for academic success when students were reinstated immediately
following academic dismissal. Cogan’s sample was comprised of 1,073 students over
four years at one university, students in the sample were reinstated the semester
immediately following dismissal. The key numeric measure in academic dismissal is
GPA, Cogan utilized a component of GPA, quality points, to better predict future
academic success as measured by a 2.0 GPA. Cogan found students with less terms of
quality points were significantly more likely to succeed than a student with a higher
number of terms of low-quality points.
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Summary and Further Research
It is clear that retention of college students through graduation is important to the
students, institutions, and stake holders. The cost of not completing a college degree can
be felt directly by the student in terms of lower lifetime earnings for those who do not
complete a college degree compared to those who do complete a degree (Mortenson,
2000). Additionally, students who complete a college degree also engage in their
community in positive ways such as volunteering and voting (Ma et al., 2016).
Institutions feel the negative impact of low retention and graduates in a variety of ways.
From a cost standpoint, institutions risk future public funding (Shin & Milton, 2004;
Zhang, 2009) as well as the cost associated with the recruitment of additional students
(Ruffalo Noel-Levitz, 2018).
To better support the retention and graduation of college students, much research
has been done on the broad topic of retention. Researchers focused on factors associated
with the student, the institution, and the interaction of these factors; increasing retention
and graduation rates is still a focus at many institutions. Commonly associated factors
related to the student include pre-college academic indicators, first-semester GPA,
student demographics, and additional factors such as motivation and stress (Daughtery &
Lane, 1999; DeBerard et al., 2004; Stewart et al., 2015). Retention factors associated with
the institution include how student-oriented an institution might be. This is often
demonstrated through quality interactions between faculty and students as well as robust
student services and resources (O’Keefe, 2013).
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Despite the focus on retention factors, a portion of students still struggle to make
positive academic progress while in college. Twenty-five percent (25%) of college
students will experience academic probation at some point according to Seirup and Rose
(2011). While some of the students will recover from academic probation, some will fold
into the 25% of student attrition that is associated with students who were on academic
probation (Houle, 2013). Little to none is known about students who leave the institution
because of academic dismissal and later return. As Tinto (2012) stated, “every leaving
contains the potential for eventual return” (p. 211).
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Chapter 3
Methodology
Restatement of the Problem
Graduation rates are a key metric for measuring success, both for the student who
attains their degree and the higher education institution that awards the diploma. In a time
of increasing social pressure to demonstrate the value of the higher education enterprise,
college and universities have become increasingly attentive to the graduation rates for
their students. Individual students are sensitive to their likelihood of degree completion as
costs associated with higher education increase alongside continued perception that
employability is positively impacted by a college diploma. Certainly, faculty and
administrators are keenly committed to supporting students to graduation success, and the
economic enterprise benefits from higher rates for graduation among students. The
manner by which institutions assess graduation rates has been such that students who
“stop-out” of their coursework are sometimes not included in institutional data. As a
result, less is known about the experience of persistent to graduation following a gap in
attendance. The purpose of this inquiry was to explore the academic and personal
experiences of students who had graduated or were nearing graduation after having been
academically dismissed by the university due to unsatisfactory academic progress.
As noted in chapter two, institutions report graduation rates for students who they
perceive have experienced seamless enrollment at the institution and meet their degree
requirements in a set time frame (NCES, 2018). While this seamless enrollment and “ontime” graduation might be the expectation of many college bound students it is not the
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experience of all students. Missing from the typical graduation rates and reports is the
experience of students who successfully graduate after university academic policy
required they temporarily step away from the student role at the institution based on the
lack of academic progress or performance. Students who have been academically
dismissed and then return to the campus community are often simply not included within
institutional degree attainment rates. Very little research has been completed which
explores the lived experience of the student who return to campus and complete their
degree. A better understanding of the motivations, barriers, opinions, and circumstances
may inform university policy for readmission and academic advising for this group of
students.
Data for this study included a collection of the experiences of students who had
recently graduated after academic dismissal or were on track for graduation in the
following semester during the data collection. By adding the personal perspectives of the
research participants, I gave voice to the lived experience of this population utilizing
traditional qualitative research methodology to allow students to make meaning of their
experiences.
Methodology Rationale & Research Question
This study utilized qualitative methods to understand the experiences leading to
graduation for academically dismissed students. Qualitative methodology invites
participant narrative to provide a window into the information provided for analysis. For
this study, phenomenological research techniques were utilized as the primary
methodology. Creswell (2014) defines phenomenological research as “a design of inquiry
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coming from philosophy and psychology in which the researcher describes the lived
experience of individuals about a phenomenon as described by the participants” (p. 14).
Moustakas (1994) describes transcendental phenomenology as “emphasizing the
subjectivity and discovery of the essence of experiences and provide a systematic and
disciplined methodology for derivation of knowledge” (p. 3). In this approach, the unique
participant experiences can be heard to identify the phenomenon in a clear and new way
(Moustakas, 1994). The phenomenon for this study was academic dismissal, followed by
readmission and, after returning, achieving academic success to the point that the
milestone of graduation was reached or participants would soon be eligible to apply for
graduation. By conducting multiple interviews with my participants, I engaged in a
prolonged time in the field (Creswell, 2014) and thus collect a robust depth of the
student’s narrative regarding their experiences and reflections on this phenomenon.
The primary research question for this study was: How does a student who has
been academically dismissed describe the experience leading up to academic probation
and academic dismissal, the time period of sitting out from the institution, and the process
of successfully progressing to graduation after having been academically readmitted to
the institution? Sub-questions used to clarify how the student understood their unique
experience. These questions included:
1. How does a student describe the factors that led to the student being placed on
academic probation and then being dismissed?
2. How does the student describe the time period of sitting out from the
institution and their pathway back to reinstatement?
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3. How does the student describe their pathway back to graduation after
readmission?
Epistemological and Theoretical Perspective
The researcher brought a constructivist viewpoint to this research project,
supporting the idea research participants will share their own “truths” when participating
in this study. Denzin and Lincoln (2011) defined the constructivist worldview as one that
assumes multiple realities. A constructivist worldview believes individuals seek
understanding in the world they are in and this view leaves room for varied and multiple
meanings to similar experiences by different individuals (Creswell, 2014). By centering
the research appreciation in the constructionist framework, I ensured the analysis allowed
for diversity of expressing and outcome among the participant while maintaining the
opportunity to learn from any larger themes which may emerge. The story telling will be
varied as the participants’ personal perspective and life experiences prior to the study will
inform the understanding of my participants.
According to Creswell (2014), a constructivist worldview allows a researcher “to
rely as much as possible on the participants’ view of the situation being studied” (p. 8).
The goal of constructivism is to better understand the meanings others hold. A necessity
of my role as the researcher was to create trusting relationships with each participant in
which they were motivated to share the full breadth of not only the events they
experienced but their opinions and resulting actions and attitudes. Refined interview
techniques and excellent listening skills were critical tools for me as a researcher
throughout the project. Researchers use broad and general questions to help the
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participant construct meaning of the experience (Creswell, 2014), and this inquiry was
guided by an interview protocol utilizing semi-structured interview process that
addressed the academic and personal experiences typical of a student approaching
graduation or who had graduated recently. However, I remained aware of opportunities
for narrative divergence based on my participants’ personal experiences throughout the
study.
Role of Researcher
My effectiveness as a researcher is informed by my professional experiences with
the inquiry topic as well as my own personal experiences as a college student. It is
important to acknowledge my positionality as a researcher influences this research
project in a variety of ways.
Because I serve as an administrator in academic advising at the research site, I
have first-hand experience working with students throughout the many stages of their
academic journey. One such stage occurs when a student realizes they are in academic
distress, on probation, and when they return to good academic standing. Regardless of the
ultimate outcome for the student, I have found the most reward in working professionally
with students who are facing academic struggles, in the form of academic probation or in
the dismissal process. My positive affirmation for students in these stages of their
academic career allowed me to bring a positive approach to the participants in this study.
Beyond acknowledging my experience as an academic advisor, I have a personal
kinship with students who are struggling academically. While in college, I was a student
on academic probation in the sophomore year of my undergraduate program; unlike my
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participants, I was never academically suspended or dismissed. My personal reflection on
the experience has matured with life experience, and in hindsight it was an important
moment in my education journey that challenged me to clarify my goals and college
objectives. My having a personal perspective on my participants’ circumstances allows
me to frame useful questions, and I have had sufficient time and experience
professionally to ensure I remain objective in my data collection.
In addition to my career and personal expertise in the topic area, I also have
current responsibilities to the research site. To ensure that my professional role in student
support and academic advising was separate from the research conducted, I met with the
participants outside of the traditional business day and due to COVID-19 restrictions met
with the students virtually rather than my office. I completed the required research
approval through institutional review board (IRB) at my home institution. As part of that
review, I provided a comprehensive plan about my proposed study that included who was
being studied, how data would be collected, how participant consent was gained and how
participant identity would be protected (Yin, 2018).
Participants
For this study I recruited five participants. Eligible participants were students at
the institution who were previously academic dismissed, successfully readmitted to the
institution, and had recently graduated or were within a semester of graduation from the
institution. By defining the population to be studied in this broad approach, there would
be a large number of possible research participants. To narrow the participants to a
smaller group, purposeful sampling was used by asking academic advisors to share an
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informational flyer with advisees or recent graduates who could be protentional
participants in the study. Next, potential participants contacted me directly to indicate
their interest and willingness to participate in the study. Participants reviewed the
informed consent before the interview process began. Participants received an Amazon
gift card as an incentive to participate at the completion of the interviews. To protect the
participants identity, pseudonyms were assigned to the participants by the researcher.
Research Site
The research was conducted at a large, public, land-grant, Midwestern research
institution. Typical total enrollment is 25,000+, with a primary focus on undergraduates.
Roughly one-fifth of students identified as first-generation college students, and the
student population is primarily White (75%). The institution reported a 68.7% six-year
graduation rate from the Fall 2012 class and an 83.2% freshman year retention rate for
the Fall 2017 freshman class. The average ACT score of first-year students in 2018 was
25.4. The majority of students attending the institution come from the home county of the
institution or two nearby counties.
The topic of this inquiry makes academic structure and student support of
particular interest. Academic modality is primarily in-seat instruction with eight
academic colleges and a dedicated unit for students who are undeclared majors.
Academic advising, which is recommended for students but typically not required, is
organized by college with a range of professional academic advising, faculty academic
advising, or a hybrid approach. The institution has dedicated resources to academic
support and retentions services in the past eight years including the creation of a Student
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Success Center, Military and Veteran Center, and expanded academic tutoring resources.
In addition to institution-level investments, a number of colleges have increased the
number of staff in student support roles in academic advising, career coaching, and
retention specialist. Recently, the institution has also developed new processes and
procedures related to academic advising and degree planning to support retention and
graduation rates with a focus on early intervention prior to academic dismissal.
The institution defines a student as being in good academic standing if the student
has earned a semester and cumulative GPA of 2.0 or above, if either or both GPAs are
under a 2.0 the student is placed on academic probation. On average, about 10% of the
undergraduate student population at the institution will be on academic probation in any
given term. In the semester following academic probation a student must earn both a
semester and cumulative GPA above a 2.0 or they will proceed to the second level of
probation. Depending on the number of credit hours attempted and the actual GPAs
earned, a student could be academically dismissed from the institution at the conclusion
of the second semester on probation but in most cases, students will have the opportunity
to enroll in a third semester before being academically dismissed if the student does not
earn both a semester and cumulative GPA above a 2.0. When a student is academically
dismissed from the institution they may appeal for immediate reinstatement or the student
will be required to sit out from the institution for two academic terms before reapplying
to the institution. In the 2018-2019 academic year, 616 students were dismissed from the
institution. Of the 124 students that filed an appeal for immediate academic
reinstatement, 60 had their appeal granted. Students who did not appeal the dismissal
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decision or had their appeal denied are required to set out a minimum of two semester
before reapplying to the institution. Reapplication decisions are made by the institution’s
Admissions office. In addition to observing the two-semester sitting out period, the
Admissions office is interested in seeing if the student has successfully completed college
level courses during this period or addressed the issue(s) the student has identified for
why they were academically dismissed.
Data Collection
The primary data collection for this study was a multiple-interview model. Semistructured interviews (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016) were conducted with each participant
multiple times during the inquiry. According to Merriam and Tisdell (2016)
“interviewing is necessary when we cannot observe behavior, feelings, or how people
interpret the world around them” (p. 108). Interviews will facilitate the opportunity for
the study participant to respond to the questions derived from the research topic focusing
on the student’s experience being readmitted after dismissal and closing upon graduation.
Interviewing will allow each individual participant to share one’s own unique
experiences and thoughts.
The multiple-interview approach is informed by Seidmans (2006) three-phase
interview process. In the first interview, the goal of the interviewer is to enlist the
participant in providing a history to present day account of the research topic (Seidman,
2006). In the second interview the interviewer tries to elicit the details around the
research topic (Sediman, 2006). In the final interview, participants are challenged to
make meaning of research topic in a reflective way (Seidman, 2006). When using the
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three-phase interview structure, Seidman (2006) recommends interviews last about 90
minutes and the interviews are spread out over a two-to-three-week time frame.
The interview protocol included questions about the participants experience
leading up to academic probation, academic dismissal, the time period of sitting out from
the institution, their pathway back into the institution, and their academic experience
leading up to graduation. Interview questions were developed from themes about student
departure and degree completion from the framework being utilized by Tinto’s (1993)
Leaving College: Rethinking the Causes and Cures of Student Attrition and relevant
literature about academic success after dismissal. From Tinto’s work I asked students
about the four situations he identified as impacting student departure which are
adjustment, difficulty, incongruence, and isolation. Interview questions were also guided
by previous literature on dismissed students finding academic success, themes included
how the student spent their time away from the institution and their academic experience
as they reentered the institution.
Interviews took place by Zoom, participants were asked to consent to the audio of
the interviews to be recorded. By utilizing the recording, I ensured higher validity by
having the interviews transcribed verbatim. I utilized a computer-based transcription
program, Otterai. Merriam and Tisdell (2016) identify this approach as the best database
for analysis. In addition to recording the interview, I maintained a field journal to record
non-verbal communication, observed emotional reactions of the participants, and my own
insights throughout the interviews. I used field notes to refer to during future interviews
with the same participant as well as during data analysis.
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To verify significant points in the interviews, I reviewed one piece of secondary
information. Participants provided unofficial transcripts to show an objective report of the
participants academic history, from attempted and completed course work as well as
quality points and earned hours. The unofficial transcript also documented when course
work was taken at other institutions. The unofficial transcripts also helped participants
remember the time frame of their complicated academic journey more clearly. Beyond
the unofficial transcript, which was specific to each participant, I also considered the
academic policies which governed the student experience, as well as the standard official
communication and protocols for students who are academically dismissed and
readmitted.
In accordance with research policy of the study site, I completed the institutional
research approval process (IRB). Creswell and Poth (2018) explain the review process is
to ensure the research is meeting the guidelines for ethical research. In addition to
seeking IRB approval, study participants were informed about the purpose of the study
and how data would be collected. Participants were asked to respond to an email giving
consent that outlined these key aspects as well as assuring the participation privacy and
how participants can remove themselves from the study.
Data Analysis
Typical to the core of data analysis is the responsibility of the researcher to
translate the voice of the participants and uncover the meaning that the stories have to the
research topic. Through adept interview techniques, review of field notes and deep
engagement in the participant storytelling, prolonged time in the field, the research is able
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to construct rich descriptions through data analysis (Creswell, 2014). For this inquiry, I
considered the transcripts of the interviews, all salient documents and my notes from
formalized pre-interview preparation and post-interview reflections in my field journal.
Because participant interviews were the primary data source, and the goal of this
research was to hear how the participant experienced this phenomenon, the primary data
analysis technique used was narrative inquiry. Connelly and Clandinin (1990) describe
narrative inquiry as “a way of characterizing the phenomena of human experience and its
study which is appropriate to many social science fields” (p. 1). Utilizing narrative
inquiry data analysis will allow the stories told to become the data analyzed (Merriam &
Tisdale, 2016). For this study, the individual student story was the unit of analysis. A
paradigmatic mode of analysis or the analysis of the narrative will be utilized. Kim
(2016) defines this as “A thinking skill that we humans primarily use to organize
experience as ordered and consistent while attending to its general features and common
categories and characteristics” (p. 12). The conceptual frameworks guiding this research
were utilized in the data analysis which is one of the approaches to paradigmatic analysis
of narratives as described by Polkinghome (as cited by Kim, 2016, p. 12). Merriam and
Tisdell (2016) stated the importance of using the theoretical or conceptual framework
when analyzing qualitative data to inform how the data in being seen by the researcher
using a particular framework. While phenomenological research has the goal of allowing
the individual’s story to come through, I looked for common markers from the conceptual
framework across the participant narratives utilizing inductive and deductive data
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analysis to find what was shared among all of the participants. The data analysis tool
utilized was MAXQDA.
In addition to data analysis of interview narrative, I considered the unofficial
transcript of the participants. Additionally considered were the academic policies that
dictate academic probation, dismissal, and readmission. Field notes were generated
during the interviews and as I reviewed the transcripts of the interviews. Field notes were
also considered when reflecting on the data analysis process.
Validation Techniques
An important foundation and pervasive theme throughout all research is to ensure
the research is of such quality that other researchers, practitioners, and other consumers
of the research can have good faith about the goodness and trustworthiness of the
research. With this in mind I used several methods to establish internal validity and
reliability in this study. Whittemore, Chase, and Mandle (2001) explain the lack of
consensus on the variety of terms used to describe validity in qualitative research but
identify common terms as true, trustworthiness, credibility, and goodness. To ensure the
study findings had credibility, I asked participants to validate the data wherever possible
and ensured multiple techniques were being used to ensure trustworthiness.
Creswell and Poth (2018) offer validation strategies grouped in three different
lenses: those of the researcher, the participant, and the reader or the reviewer. Using
multiple lenses and at least one technique per lens would ensure multiple measures
towards validation have been considered.
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Creswell and Poth (2018) describe the researcher’s lens as, “one of the many roles
a researcher undertakes is to check the accuracy of a qualitative account” (p. 259). The
first strategy I will use is “corroborating evidence through triangulation of multiple data
sources” (p. 260). The primary data collections were participant interviews. Document
analysis of the participants unofficial transcript was utilized to verify findings from the
interviews. I paid close attention to each participant’s story while at the same time
looking for commonalities. This effort was similar to what Stake describes with as the
Case-Quintain dilemma. Stake (2006) defines this as,
Whether everything actually is a part of everything, or whether we have a
human capacity for seeing everything as a part of everything, it all becomes
more complex as it becomes better known, and it cries out for being still
better known. It becomes increasingly worthy of being included in the s tudy.
(p. 7)
The final strategy in the researcher’s lens I used was addressing research bias or
reflexivity. Creswell and Poth (2018) identify the importance of bias awareness stating,
“writing and discussing connections that emerge with our past experiences and
perspectives” (p. 261). I engaged in awareness checking with an objective third party
who has knowledge of academic dismissal and reinstatement process. Finally, I also used
my field journal to record potential bias I sensed in my own responses and reactions to
what participants shared.
The second lens identified by Creswell and Poth (2018) is the participants.
Member checking, the act of a participant reviewing materials for clarity and context,
will be conducted by providing research participants the opportunity to not only review
transcripts but to also provide feedback on analysis done by the researcher (Creswell &
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Poth, 2018). Miles, Huberman, and Saldana (2014) remind researchers that participant
feedback may happen during data collection as well. Inviting participant feedback
ensured I was representing their narrative and maintaining integrity of their story.
The final lens identified by Creswell and Poth (2018) is the lens of the reader or
the reviewer. This process allows for the researcher to partner with an outsider who has a
relevant understanding of the research topic to help review the data and the findings
(Creswell & Poth, 2018). I had a colleague who had experience working with students in
similar situations at the research site serve in this capacity. Furthermore, to ensure the
lens of the reader is valid, I ensured my research and findings were rich and descriptive, a
hallmark of qualitative case study research. Descriptions such as these allow readers to
better understand the research as well as identify how the research is transferable
(Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Summary
This qualitative phenomenology research study had the purpose of learning more
about the individual student experience who faced academic dismissal, reinstatement, and
is at the point of college graduation or recently graduated. Through careful construction
of interview questions, curation of a selection participant pool, analysis of data
throughout the process and care to taken to ensure validity, this inquiry provided
important contributions to existing retention literature.
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Chapter 4
Findings
The Complicated Road to Degree Completion
The purpose of this phenomenological study was to explore how students who
experienced academic dismissal, later returned to a university and successfully
progressed toward graduation or graduated described their experience. The central
research question was: How does a student who has been academically dismissed
describe the experience leading up to academic probation and academic dismissal, the
time period of sitting out from the institution, and the process of successfully progressing
to graduation after having been academically readmitted to the institution?
Sub questions delved further into specific topics: (a) How does a student describe
the factors that led to the student being placed on academic probation and then being
dismissed? and (b) How does the student describe the period of sitting out from the
institution? and (c) How does the student describe their pathway back to graduation after
readmission?
As discussed in Chapter 3, the data for this study was collected using
phenomenological methodology including interviews and document review of an
unofficial transcript. Five participants were interviewed multiple times for the study.
Through the rich description of these participants, elements of a common phenomenon of
the unique experiences of facing academic dismissal and then following a path towards
graduation were identified.
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A Brief Explanation of University Policies for Applicable Academic Actions
All academic institutions maintain a body of work which describes the student’s
responsibilities to remain enrolled, and in no danger of academic action. Because the
descriptions of the participants are examined in the context of these policies, a brief
primer may be helpful. Additional descriptions may be found in Chapter 1, “definition of
terms.” The university which served as the setting for this study outlines the policies and
expectations for academic actions related to dismissal. Students whose cumulative
university-systemwide GPA is above a 2.0 are considered in “good standing,” and are not
in danger of academic action. When a student falls below this standard, they are placed
on “academic probation,” and are in danger of dismissal. A student may be removed from
academic probation when their cumulative GPA returns to the “good standing”
minimum. Students who are on academic probation for two or three consecutive
academic semesters are dismissed, the numbers of semesters to dismissal varies based on
attempted credit hours. A student who is dismissed is expected to remain unenrolled for a
minimum of two semesters prior to applying for academic readmission. The university
maintains an appeal process for each academic action in which students may engage. A
detailed explanation of these policies is provided to students in the online student
handbook and in university communication via email at the time of the action. For this
research, all relevant policies and standard university communication were considered
and are integrated among the descriptions of the participants’ experiences as students.
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Description of Participants
Five students participated in this study. Each was provided a voluntary
opportunity to describe their demographic background, educational background and
personal circumstances as part of the introduction to this research, participant responses
to demographic questions are located in Table 1, Participant Overview. All of the
participants attended or are attending Midwest University, a midsize public institution
located in the Midwest. Pseudonyms were assigned to the participants by the researcher.
Following are descriptions unique to each participant in the study.

Table 1
Participant Overview
Assigned
Pseudonym

Gender

Socioeconomic

Felt prepared
for college

Graduation Status

Allan

Male

White

No

First-time
Freshman

Middle

Yes

In future term

Brynn

Female

White

No

First-time
Freshman

Middle

Yes

Degree completed

Cole

Male

White

No

Transfer

Low

Yes

Degree completed

Francie

Female

African
American

Yes

First-time
Freshman

Low

Yes

Degree completed

Margie

Female

White

No

Transfer

Middle

No

Degree completed

Race

FirstGen

Admit type

Allan is a quiet person, in the interview setting he came across very matter of fact.
He is someone who is thoughtful about what he says but does not say a lot of words.
Allan is the only out-of-state non-resident student participant and is from a small town in
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a state nearly 1000 miles from Midwest University. He decided to attend Midwest
University because it is one of the few schools that offers a degree in the program he
wanted to pursue. Despite facing academic struggles, he has continued to engage in jobs
and internships related to his degree field. He often used the word transactional to
describe the relationship between earning his degree and starting his desired career. From
his utilitarian perspective, a degree is only useful as a means to a career. At the time of
this study, he had been readmitted and based on current enrollment, was on target to
successfully attain his goal of degree completion within a year that will lead to his career.
Brynn was the youngest participant in the study, and she projects confidence. She
is quick to emphasize that despite academic struggles and disappointing grades she
managed to successfully navigate through Midwest University’s guidelines and complete
her degree. She enjoys knowing her degree seeking years are behind her and sees the
value in persistence. Although she began her first year ambivalent about combining offcampus employment with her course schedule, she opted to work approximately 20 hours
a week. This decision was not based on financial need, rather on her desire to have
money she personally earned. In retrospect, she notes this was both a positive and
negative decision. Her days were long, employment issues were a distraction and
establishing a reasonable schedule was difficult.
As is typical of many college students, she enrolled at Midwest with college level
credit earned while in high school from Downtown Community College. This gave her a
sense of confidence that eroded as she encountered the academics within a collegiate
environment. This transition was at first surprising and then a barrier as she attempted to
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bridge the gap between credits earned in high school and those earned in college. Unlike
many students who academically struggle, she had the emotional support of family
members who had earned college degrees and understood the overall milieu of college
life. This gave her a source of information that, at times, was sustaining.
Cole was a transfer student, who many would view as an early adapter. As a
junior in high school, he committed to play college sports at a small private school,
Dodge University. His early enthusiasm waned as the realities of an athlete’s life set in.
The demanding practice schedule and expectations for his role on a small campus,
coupled with not being able to compete after an injury, left him disillusioned and ready
for something new. Despite this setback, Cole presented himself as an outcoming,
positive young man who was quick to laugh, anxious to tell his story and happy with
transferring to a major university. During our interview, Cole spoke freely about his early
decision, his disillusionment and eventual pivot away from what he thought would be his
collegiate path. Cole is fast to use self-deprecating humor and at times when he is telling
his story, you can still hear his anger.
Francie was cautious when our first interview started; she was shy, polite, and
kept her guard up. That Francie faced many of the struggles she experienced while
earning her degree are still deeply hidden secrets from her family. Being the first in her
family to attend college, Francie carried a lot of familial expectations on her journey. Her
family expected her to not only attend college but to use her degree as a step on the long
path of returning to her community as a medical provider. Francie felt prepared for
college because throughout high school she had participated in Upward Bound, a
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federally funded program to help prepare underrepresented students for higher education.
While in college she was a member of a scholarship-based learning community that not
only provided financial support for her education but also academic and social support.
With her degree completed, Francie is still working towards her goal of going to medical
school. As our interviews went on, Francie quietly yet bravely shared both the shame and
the pride she felt graduating and still carries after graduation.
Margie is another transfer student in this study, who, by the time she ultimately
earned her degree she would be considered a nontraditional student based on her age.
Margie’s college journey began right out of high school; while she was not confident she
was ready for higher education, she was riding the excitement her mom and dad shared
seeing their daughter start college. Her first enrollment was at a sister institution of
Midwest University and she was academically dismissed in her second semester.
Margie’s initial college experience convinced her she was not college material and she
stopped out of school for longer than the required minimum time. After dead-end jobs in
call centers that were not fulfilling, she decided it was time for a change. Her return to
college began with earning an associate degree before transferring to Midwest University.
One element of Margie’s academic story is that institutional policy mandates that
all previous academic experience in the university system be folded into her university
record, including grade point average. As a result, Margie’s academic record is
particularly complex. She navigated academic dismissal and reinstatement for six
continuous semesters at Midwest University. Margie’s age, maturity, and real-world
experience showed in how she described her experiences. She has enough life experience
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to be confident that the circumstances by which she earned her degree do not define her.
She was eager to share her story about the challenges she faced with the academic
standing process at Midwest University with the hope of not only having her story heard
but also improving Midwest University for future students with similar records.
Table 1 provides a brief summary of each participant’s demographic and degree
status. Much of the current research into retention and persistence examines not only
overall progress of all students but pays close attention to retention and persistence rates
along equity lines. With these equity factors in mind, participants were asked to selfidentify their race, first-generation status, and socio-economic status. It is important to
note that these students do not easily fall into a tightly defined description. They
represent the notion that each student has an individual story for reasons both public and
private to their struggles and successes. Although most colleges and universities use
subjective data to admit students, the real story of persistence and graduation among the
participants of this study are a complex web of personal logic, environmental supports
and barriers, institutional policy and antecedent expectations regarding the college
experience.
Returning to the sub-questions, the findings are divided into two categories
regarding the participants' experiences: mitigating factors and motivating factors. The
mitigating factors inform the first sub question, “How does a student describe the factors
that led to the student being placed on academic probation and then being dismissed.”
The motivating factors findings inform the second and third sub questions, “How does
the student describe the period of sitting out from the institution? And, how does the
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student describe their pathway back to graduation after readmission?” Figure 1, Overview
of mitigating factors, provides a visual overview of the mitigating factors and the sub
themes found during the initial enrollment period. These sub themes include academic
confidence, academic support networks, social connections, and surprises.

Figure 1. Overview of mitigating factors.

Mitigating Factors: Unexpected Pitfall and Roadblocks to Student Success
The pursuit of a goal as complex as a college education is bound to include
unexpected challenges. Still, most participants described feelings of anticipation and
excitement for their freshman year as they began college. In addition to her own hopes of
a career in medicine, Francie was carrying heavy expectations from her family and
community to take advantage of the scholarship that afforded her the opportunity to “go
away” to college. Cole was excited to live the life of which he had dreamt, moving far
away from a challenging home environment and proving he belonged in college. Allan
left his small town thirteen hours away to get the “piece of paper” that would allow him
his dream career in corporate agriculture. Brynn looked forward to college as a time she
could take course work in the advertising and public relations field with the goal of
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having a career in her chosen profession. While Margie did not feel self-confident when
she began as an incoming student, she faithfully started her college journey riding on the
excitement and pride of her family.
Initial enrollment confidence: Ready, set, go! In research and literature on
student retention and graduation there is a foundational focus on college readiness which
is loosely understood to represent a student’s ability to satisfactorily complete collegelevel classwork. In this study, participant readiness and perception of readiness was
collected through the interview process, formal measures used by the institution to assess
and admit students was not utilized.
Making the decision to go to college and committing in his junior year of high
school to a specific college gave Cole the belief he was ready for college. He shared he
was a good student throughout high school but his primary years of education were
chaotic. Cole was raised by his mother who did not prioritize school attendance as a
young child. Cole quickly learned if he was going to be successful in the classroom, he
had to navigate school, even elementary school, on his own. As a standout athlete from a
small town, he enjoyed the attention and status he felt once he “committed” during his
junior year in high school to run track at a small private school. As he explained:
Looking back, I think I honestly committed my junior year just for the status. I’m
a big status person, unfortunately. So, with being the first one to commit out of all
my friends, I felt better. Like, I would be able to make it to college. I would get
this done.
This scholarship offer to commit became tangible proof that someone other than himself
believed in him and was willing to publicly note that confidence. For Cole, this
reinforced his value and skill. Although he had little real knowledge of college life, he
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felt whatever it would be like would be manageable. This potent combination of
uninformed optimism and public affirmation propelled him to a false sense of
competency. His desire for status filled a need he still admits to having and further
reinforced his determination.
Allan’s family narrative included college attendance as the next step post high
school. His parents had attended college, his mother had an advanced degree and his
older brother was in college. This environment supported and informed him about the
new community he would join. Through their stories he could develop a mental model of
their experience on a university campus.
What was missing for him was support from his high school. He mentioned that
his school did not encourage nor provide clear guidance on college admission. However,
his family provided the counterbalance to this void. His initial career choice was
corporate agriculture and he knew a college degree was the entry point. Thus, he was able
to feel confident in knowing what college would be about and why he should attend.
Like many high school students, Brynn began earning college credit in high
school from a community college. Brynn shared she did well in high school but did not
really enjoy the high school atmosphere. She anticipated the change in environment and
the opportunity to focus on her career aspirations as a positive change, something that
would be exciting and fun. Brynn grew up in a family that had clear expectations that she
would attend college, just as her parents did. Their certainty of her attending college and
being successful, helped Brynn feel prepared for college herself.
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Francie had active preparation for college through her experience in Upward
Bound, a federally funded college readiness program for high school students from
underrepresented groups. She described Upward Bound as a program that prepares
students for the next steps in life. For her, Upward Bound provided emotional, social and
financial support. Through support and instruction from her Upward Bound mentor she
applied for and earned a scholarship. Like Cole’s invitation to commit to athletics,
Francie’s scholarship award provided the affirmation of readiness she needed. As
matriculation neared she was excited to begin.
Margie’s story was a stark contrast to the other participants. Not only did she not
feel prepared, she did not feel the goodness of fit incoming students often report. Her
campus visit did not leave her with the excitement she hoped to feel. Her decision to
attend was based on the excitement of her parents and their desire for her, not personally
hers. Margie capitulated to their false sense of her abilities, something she sees
differently in hindsight.
This combination of perceived under preparation, no significant confidence in this
being a good decision and the desire to please her parents put Margie at a far greater risk
than her test scores may have shown.
As she recalled:
My mom was really excited when I got my acceptance letter. I was not. I did not
want to go there. My dad and I went there for a campus visit. It wasn’t right, I did
not feel right being there. But because my parents had been so excited, I’m just
like, you know, I need to do this. I guess I should go do this. This is what
everybody else that I graduated with is doing right now.
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As part of the reflection process of their self-described college readiness, four of
the five shared in hindsight the realization that they were, in fact, not as ready nor
prepared as they thought they were for college. All of them noted that they now realize
they were not as prepared for college as they thought. The rationale for this was a
combination of internal and external blame. Lack of preparation from the high school
experience, expecting college courses to be extensions of high school difficulty rather
than a new way of learning, under-estimating the time necessary to study and over
scheduling were all mentioned as reasons those initial efforts faltered. As Francie
admitted:
First year, I went in head on. I was taking biology, math, and French. I was
completing study hours for my scholarship program, but I was not really doing
my work. I wasn’t fully invested into my education as I should have been. I didn’t
skip classes, but I did not always do my work.
Cole conceded:
Looking back, there was no way I could have been successful. I was planning on
doing everything associated with being on track and my advisor put me in 19
hours. My first semester I got a 1.7, I told myself the next semester would be
different. I would read all the chapters and do all the work. In so many of my
classes I never got past reading the first chapter.
As the research indicates, academic readiness is a key indicator of student
confidence, which may contribute to academic success. Students must apply themselves
to their coursework through the fundamentals: completion of assignments, class
participation, attendance, and general use of study skills techniques. The participants
were able, in retrospect, to capture their behaviors as students during their first few
semesters in college as lacking in these basic skills. As the ever pragmatic, Allan
explained:
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It took me a while to realize how my missed assignments in classes were really
adding up to be a problem for my grades early on. If you miss five points here,
that’s two percent of your grade. The little things just add up a lot faster than you
realized.
Initial enrollment academic support networks: Limited faculty connections.
In recent years the onus of developing academic connections has shifted from the student
to the faculty. Faculty are now encouraged to take a more proactive approach in
identifying and reaching out to students before their situation is nearly impossible to
resolve. This notion often stands in contrast to how college faculty historically viewed
their role with students or how former students characterize them.
Brynn and Allan indicate that they needed faculty relationships need to be ongoing, not simply a part of initial orientation and enrollment or only in class sessions.
During Brynn and Allan’s first college enrollment attempt, both felt they had positive
interactions with most of their faculty in their major related classes. However, they each
only identified interactions during the actual classes, but no meaningful contact outside
of the classroom.
Margie’s experience illustrated an even more difficult situation that can arise if a
student is struggling with depression, homesickness, or a medical situation. When she
went missing from her residence hall and her classes for six weeks, there was no
communication across campus about a student who was in distress. In her interview she
noted that not even one professor reached out to her about why she was not attending.
This unmet expectation further emphasized feeling unimportant in her new community.
Conversely, Cole felt the interest in him was related to his previous role as an
athlete, not a genuine investment in him as a person. While Cole took great pride in his
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identity as a college athlete as he was leaving high school, he shared during his first
enrollment period that he believed his athletic involvement at his first institution worked
against him making connections with faculty. Cole described being stereotyped in the
classroom because he was an athlete. He felt the faculty did not care about why he was
attending college. Cole shared a difficult experience in a class and the first question the
professor asked was “Who is your coach?” Cole described his frustration:
I get motivated by people who support me and like me. I feel like people who care
and actually want me to succeed are the best teachers. At my first institution, the
teachers were very unfriendly. I did not feel like I had a single person. In high
school I was so connected with my teachers. In college I did not feel connected to
or supported by my teachers. I felt like I needed to be on the defense when it came
to my interactions with professors.
Only one student reported a rich experience with a faculty member. This
exception was Francie and her relationship with a faculty member was curated by her
scholarship program. Francie was able to form a strong relationship with the faculty
leader of her scholarship-based learning community. Because this faculty member was
assigned to the learning community students, Francie’s relationship with the faculty
leader was as a result of the learning community, not because the faculty member was her
instructor. Francie credits this faculty member with helping her throughout her academic
career by being a strong advocate for Francie. While Francie felt support from this
faculty member, she did not feel overly supported from the university community as a
student. Francie shared, “It’s like they only care about your grades on the paper, not
knowing what is happening behind them.”
Initial enrollment social connections: Trying to find where I fit on campus.
In addition to a student’s academic preparation, a student’s level of involvement in
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campus out-of-class activities is a factor impacting student success. Astin (1985)
described student involvement as the time and energy a student puts into the college
experience. Students demonstrate involvement in both academic and non-academic
arenas of the college setting. All participants in this study attended a college that was not
in their hometown and lived on campus for their first academic year. All five participants
agreed that living on campus supported the development of strong friendships and helped
them socially adjust to the demands of college. As Margie noted:
It was amazing! I had a random roommate. I went in “blind” not knowing a lot of
people that were going to the same college I was going to; it was a great
opportunity for me to open up and try to get to know new people.
While all five participants found a connection to their institution by living on
campus during their freshman year, the level of involvement by each participant in
campus activities outside of the classroom ran the gamut from not being formally
involved, to being overly involved in a wide variety of activities, and even to being
overly involved in one activity. Margie and Brynn both made friends by living on campus
but did not get connected with any clubs or student organizations during their freshman
year. Instead, Margie found connection to campus by working for campus recreation.
Francie’s activity involvement level was quite high and in a number of areas.
Francie was awarded a scholarship that required participation in a learning
community. The learning community required participants to attend educational and
social events along with participating in activities to build community among the
scholarship recipients. In addition to the scholarship community, Francie was involved in
a multicultural student organization, a multicultural Greek organization, student
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government, and tried out for a college level sport. Francie also worked at the campus
recreation facility during her freshman year.
Cole anticipated having a strong connection to campus since he was an athlete.
Cole found his time highly regimented because of his athletics involvement and he
explained:
I had 6:00 a.m. weights in the mornings, followed by classes from 8:00 to 4:00
p.m., and then practice until 6:00 p.m. And then I would go to the gym by
myself. Later in the evenings, I just wanted to have fun after a long day so I
would go play catch or basketball with my friends.
Allan was involved in club baseball and made many social connections through
the organization but stated it was a time-consuming activity including practice, games,
and travel. When reflecting on the importance of getting involved in college, Allan
declared:
Students need to make sure to get, I guess, get involved in the right clubs.
Everybody says join clubs, so you do that. There is a positive and negative to all
the clubs. I played club baseball which was a lot of time. I could have taken that
time and put it into homework and two other clubs. So, choose the right clubs.
While all students reported the social and emotional benefits of involvement,
several stressed that finding a sustainable balance of time devoted to activities as well as
classwork was a factor in their experience their first year as college students. This
element is particularly important as colleges and universities evaluate the general notion
of involvement. Being involved is important. However, the magnitude of involvement
needs to be carefully assessed with how the involvement challenges or supports the
student’s long-term goals.
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Initial enrollment surprises: “I didn’t see this speed bump!” Many students in
college will face some unexpected obstacles while pursuing their degree. All five
participants in this study faced unexpected challenges during their initial enrollment
period. Those unexpected challenges combined with the factors above could have been
contributing factors to their initial enrollment in college ending unexpectedly. During
Brynn’s first year in college she found her learning was taking more time and she was
struggling more than she expected she would. She reported she enjoyed her classes but
felt college level learning was a big challenge. As she shared:
I did find out part of my struggles with school is that I learned late into high
school that I’m dyslexic. I learned, like, why it was hard to focus and everything.
I had gotten tested towards the end of high school. So, when college started, I was
just learning how to work and study knowing that I was dyslexic. I was
struggling a bit.
Brynn shared that she had heard there were resources for students with learning
disabilities at Midwest University, however she never utilized the services that were
provided. Brynn was not alone in the realization that a choice to not use university
resources for students with disabilities was detrimental. Allan shared he had been
diagnosed with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder as well as a mixed expressive
language learning disorder that impacts how he comprehends information. Like Brynn,
Allan did not avail himself of the resources available to him, and the research regarding
students in his situation demonstrates how such a decision may negatively impact his
college experience. While Allan feels these challenges motivated him to work harder, in
hindsight he thought he should have sought out more help with these resources. Allan
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stated “It was different from high school, in high school my mom helped to keep me on
track with my classes and homework.”
Specific academic challenges beyond their disabilities were present for both
Brynn and Allan. Brynn describes an experience in a major-related foundation class in
her freshman year where there was a disagreement between her and the instructor
regarding the timing of course work that Brynn completed for class; the instructor gave
her a grade below passing. Brynn shared that her family, advisor, college’s dean’s office,
and the professor were all involved in resolving the situation. From Brynn’s recounting,
despite an acknowledgement by college leadership of a questionable class policy on the
side of the professor, her poor grade was not changed. Brynn views this situation as the
foundation of her academic challenges by stating:
Yeah, so I have no idea what happened there. But that pretty much directly
impacted the whole rest of my career there because I had to really dig myself out
of a hole because I failed that semester really bad. So, wow.
Certainly, Brynn’s reflection is an accurate reflection of her experience, however, for it to
be such a significant single data point is telling.
During Allan’s initial enrollment period, he performed well in his first term. Allan
earned all the credits he attempted and had above a 3.0 semester grade point average in
his first semester. Being involved with a club sport and living in a tight knit residence
hall community gave him a lot of positive connections. Allan remembers his first
semester saying, “I pushed a little harder.” By contrast, Allan found his commitments in
the spring semester with his club sport taking more time than he had planned. He
additionally reflected that he took more general course work than was required for his
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degree, but not related to his degree. As a result, he felt less motivated to do the work. He
shared, “I took a lot of gen ed’s and just didn’t do that well at the end of the day. Like a
history class, stuff I didn’t care that much about. It was really trying my will to finish a
degree.” Later, however, when reflecting on recurring challenges during his initial
enrollment period, Allan found he struggled the most academically during the spring
terms. Allan stated:
My spring semesters were disasters. Being a poor college student, you really can’t
do anything. It’s dark and gloomy most of the time. I just didn’t perform very
well in spring semester. That motivation was a lot harder to find in the spring for
me.
As a high school student Cole dreamed about being a college athlete. He had
taken pride and status in his early decision of college based on his athletic ability. Cole
shared even in high school he found ways to go to his future college and spend time with
the track athletes. During Cole’s first semester, he faced an unexpected injury. That
semester Cole had surgery and started physical therapy. While Cole was still on campus
and going through the motions, he describes his experience being injured:
I mean, I guess like, really thinking about it, I was angry. You know it is what I
have done since I was young. Everybody else I knew were doing sports, right? So
then I just felt like, what am I here for?
As a longtime athlete now without the connection to his teammates and the regular
schedule to which he had become accustomed, Cole’s collegiate experience changed
drastically. Cole had imagined the college days and evenings for more than a year prior to
matriculation, but now found himself with an experience highly divergent from his
expectations. Stress and psychological disappointment were significant for Cole during
this time. Cole shared it was hard to feel connected to his college experience at that point.
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Cole is not the only participant who faced a medical issue. Margie also faced
unexpected physical challenges in her freshman year of her initial enrollment period. In
the spring term when Margie returned from an academically disappointing first semester
in which she passed two of her four courses, she understood she was on academic
probation. Margie hoped to have a stronger academic performance in the spring
term. Margie’s goals of a stronger spring semester were challenged when she suffered
appendicitis and had emergency surgery. She was in surgery in late February, just a few
weeks into the term. After six weeks, Margie returned to campus feeling overwhelmed
and behind; she felt she was so behind there was no way of getting caught up. Margie
shared what she told one of her friends at the college: “I remember telling her, there’s no
point in my going back to my classes. You know, if I’m just gonna fail everything,
there’s nothing I can do. There’s just no point.” Margie felt so overwhelmed by her first
semester performance and having been absent from much of her second semester that she
believed there was no way to move forward successfully. Her experience of feeling like
she had no option but to fail left her feeling like she could not change the inevitable.
While the other participants faced obstacles from within, such as learning
disabilities or medical hardships, Francie’s sudden challenge was emotionally painful,
even when recounting it for this research. During Francie’s second semester she faced a
personal loss that quickly brought her (and me) tears as she described her sudden loss of a
family member.
During the spring term, Francie’s seven-year-old cousin died unexpectedly. She
shared how she struggled with the loss, supporting those at home, and trying to maintain
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her academic demands in difficult courses. Francie began her college career with the
intention of earning a degree that would prepare her for medical school. While
emotionally motivated by her goals, Francie struggled academically in required rigorous
math and science courses in her first semester during her initial enrollment period. In
spite of all she was balancing, Francie was able to rescue her grade point average, but
only by choosing to not complete a full course load. Francie did not earn all of her
attempted hours from her first term but had a solid grade point average.
Initial enrollment failure leads to dismissal: When mitigating factors become
too much to overcome. Each of the participants began their college career with high
hopes and a belief that they could prevail academically. However, each student
encountered a barrier or barriers that derailed their progress, and they were unable to
continue. It is important to note, some of the barriers participants experienced they had
control over. In other cases, the barriers they faced were outside of the control of the
participants. A false sense of readiness caused students to begin the term with unrealistic
expectations of their academic performance. While they enjoyed the campus atmosphere
and social connections, they were unable to maintain a sustainable balance of time
devoted to each aspect of collegiate life. Moreover, the unexpected obstacles, whether
related to injury, learning disability or loss, were significant enough to be
insurmountable. These challenges contributed to the participants departing college in a
manner and at a time they had not planned. In the end, all these students faced academic
dismissal from their institutions and departed. For some students, dismissal signals the
end of their career in college life, but for others, they are able to return and complete their
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degree. For those persons, their academic experiences and stories do not end with their
initial enrollment period but are merely the first road they traveled.
Table 2 summarizes the academic life of the participants in this study. Participants
were dismissed as early as the end of their first year on campus and as late as during their
fifth year pursuing their degree. The first column identified as “attempted/earned hours”
lists the cumulative attempted and earned hours before dismissal, the second column lists
these same hours at the point of graduation, or in Allan’s case, current enrollment.
Cumulative hours include all credit hours from those earned in high school, at community
colleges, other colleges and universities as well as Midwest University. Unofficial
transcripts provided by participants were reviewed to help participants remember
timelines around probation, dismissal, and readmission.

Table 2
Participant Academic Snapshot
Dismissed
Term

Attempted/
Earned Hours

Stop out
terms

Terms to
graduation

Attempted/
Earned Hours

GPA

Allan*

5

82/57

2

2

128/90

2.134

Brynn

3

56/39

2

5

143/126

2.593

Cole

7

184/127

3

1

190/133

2.238

Francie

10

155/112

4

2

194/139

2.526

Margie

2

30/6

10

7

172/129

2.027

Participant

*In progress with degree
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Motivating Factors: The Need to Complete the Degree
Students enroll in degree-seeking programs with intention to complete their
credential. Institutions admit and advise students with the intention to foster successful
graduates. However, when academic barriers and challenges cause a student to be
unsuccessful, be dismissed or “stop out,” these intentions are upended.
Despite facing academic struggle during their initial enrollment period, each of
the participants in this study successfully navigated their way to readmission to Midwest
University. Study participants completed their degree or in one case, is successfully
making progress towards completing their degree. Each student encountered motivators
to progress towards completion which have thematic similarities despite the unique lived
experiences of all participants. While there were new challenges that arose, the students
were able to make forward academic progress. In this section, the motivating factors
findings inform the second and third sub questions, “How does the student describe the
period of sitting out from the institution? And, how does the student describe their
pathway back to graduation after readmission?” Described motivating factors include
actions during the stop out period such as making academic progress during stop out and
creating their own form of “engagement” during stop out, as well as behaviors during the
second enrollment period such as finding the motivation to complete the degree. It is
important to note that while I hypothesized participants would see the stop out period and
the pathway back to graduation as distinct experiences, participants described the stop out
and pathway back as one seamless experience. Figure 2, Overview of motivating factors,
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Figure 2. Overview of motivating factors.

provides a visual overview of the motivating factors and the sub themes found during the
second enrollment period. These sub themes include stop out behaviors, stop out
connections, and the tenacity to return and new academic behaviors.
Stop out behaviors: Making academic progress during the detour. After the
initial enrollment period, all the study participants continued their educational journey at
a community college. Students pursuing readmission after academic dismissal often need
to re-assert academic readiness. Four of the participants attended the same Star
Community College located in the same city as Midwest University to which they would
eventually seek readmission from. By contrast, one participant, Brynn, attended a
Downtown Community College closer to her hometown and from which she had earned
credit during high school. However, Brynn’s courses from the community college were
online so she did not relocate, and instead stayed in residence in the city of Midwest
University.
While all students completed coursework at a community college and lived in the
Midwest University community, their experiences as students were unique. Brynn, Allan,
and Francie’s experiences have some similarities in that they were dismissed from and
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readmitted to the institution at which they began their four-year college career. Also
similar among the three, they all took course work at community colleges during the
required stop out period following academic dismissal. Brynn and Allan were dismissed
early in their academic career and were able to gain readmission after taking a few
courses at a local community college. Francie was dismissed at the start of her fifth year
in college. At the time of this research, Brynn and Francie had graduated and Allan's
graduation was nearly assured.
Enrollment at the community colleges also played an important role in Margie
and Cole’s experience as well. After Margie’s longer then required stop out from
Midwest University sister institution, Margie began courses at Star City Community
College. Margie found early success in the classroom this time and quickly pivoted to
taking courses that were identified as part of the transfer advantage program at the
community college leading to Midwest University. Similarly, Cole’s experience in the
classroom after his initial enrollment period at his first institution was also at Star City
Community College. Margie and Cole both earned their bachelor’s degree from Midwest
University but in both cases about half of the earned credits came from credits earned at
the community college.
Brynn was academically dismissed from Midwest University during the Fall term
of her second year at the university after three semesters of enrollment. Brynn identified
the apex of her academic struggle stemmed from the disagreement with her professor in a
foundation course in her first term. This frustration fueled Brynn to appeal the academic
dismissal for immediate academic reinstatement after her third term; her appeal was
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denied. Even beyond graduation, describing this event causes Brynn to become
emotional. During Brynn’s stop out period she completed credits that would support her
readmission in the following fall term and count towards her degree.
Allan was academically dismissed from the Midwest University during the fall
term of his third year at the university, a similar time frame as Brynn. During the term
which he was dismissed, Allan anticipated the impending academic dismissal and applied
to the community college. There, he quickly enrolled in winter term classes he knew
would transfer into his degree. Allan took classes at the community college for the twosemester required stop out period from the university. Allan’s degree program enjoys a
strong transfer articulation plan in place between the community college and university.
Allan explained: “It was easy for me to see what courses I could take at the community
college that would transfer directly back to the major I was working on.”
Different from Brynn and Allan, Francie spent over four years in college moving
from academic probation to good academic standing while pursuing her degree. In
Francie’s fifth fall term at the university, she was academically dismissed. In the prior
semester to this academic dismissal, she had been dismissed, appealed the dismissal, and
was academically reinstated. During Francie’s stop out period she also attended the
community college and earned credit that she hoped would both help her in the
readmissions process to Midwest University as well as count towards her degree. Francie
was enrolled at Star Community College for two terms and returned to Midwest
University two years after her dismissal. Francie stayed in the university community this
entire time, not willing to return home until she had her degree. After the required stop
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out time and an additional year, Francie returned to Midwest University seven years after
she first began as a first-year student. Francie shared how she felt: “I know that I don’t
want to be a failure. So, it was like, a lot of negative self-talk towards myself. But, I had a
lot of positive talks coming from my support system.” Francie described her time at the
community college:
I would say it was a lot smoother than I expected. Because I know, at the
university it was such a big place compared to the community college. It was just
smaller and easier to get around. The classes were smaller. I knew my grades
would not follow me from the community college so I just needed to earn the
credits. My main focus was just trying to do the best that I can.
Different from Brynn, Allan, and Francie, both Margie and Cole took a more
circuitous route to their admission to Midwest University. Both began as first-time
students at other institutions in different communities and were subject to the policies of
those institutions for their suspension and dismissal decisions. Even their stop-out
experiences were divergent. Margie chose to be employed full-time, while Cole sought
enrollment at a community college in a city new to him socially. Because they were
transfer students, their GPAs upon readmission were subject to complex policies. Still,
both found their way to the community college and an opportunity to demonstrate
academic readiness and apply to be admitted to Midwest University and “readmitted” as
degree-seeking students.
Margie’s initial enrollment period was at a sister institution of Midwest
University. As a transfer student from a sister institution within the university system, on
a different campus and in a different community, Margie’s GPA from her first enrollment
period remained a part of her academic record and impacted her ability to raise her GPA
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swiftly when she became a student at Midwest University. Prior to readmission, however,
Margie took some time to focus on other endeavors. After being dismissed from the sister
institution, Margie began working full-time in a local call center, and was offered and
accepted a position out-of-state in an effort to meet her financial obligations. She shares,
“My intentions were eventually to go back to school, but financially that got hard.” When
back in the city, she continued working in a call center job, which led her to reconsider
her professional options despite the anticipated financial hardships. Margie shared:
I was working in a collections department, and I had the worst day ever. And I
remember taking my headset off at lunch and going screw this. Over my lunch
break I got out my laptop and I applied to the community college and for financial
aid.
Margie attended Star Community College as a full-time student in the academic transfer
program. Not satisfied to merely take a few classes, she completed her associates degree
in a year and half. She then applied and was admitted to Midwest University. Because
Margie’s initial enrollment period GPA followed her to Midwest University, her previous
grades impacted her cumulative GPA at Midwest University. Margie’s second enrollment
period was a significant shift from her first attempt; her grades were quite strong, earning
a 3.0 semester GPA as a returning student. However, because the math of her academic
record was all-inclusive, Margie faced academic dismissal and had to work through the
reinstatement process for five consecutive semesters. Margie explained:
Well, that’s where my story gets really, oh my goodness strange. So, my first
semester at the university I had all A’s and B’s. I remember being so excited
about my grades. And then I got a letter saying I was on academic probation
because of my cumulative GPA. So, I spent two years at the university, appealing
my dismissal status every semester. Writing letters each time explaining my
situation and waiting to be told if I could try to rebuild a class schedule, again,
after being dismissed, again.
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Cole is classified as a transfer student, like Margie. However, his path towards
readmission includes community college and additional struggles at Midwest University
even after being readmitted. His transcript reads like a patchwork quilt of sorts, and his
experience overall reflects the impacts of inconsistent campus community connections
and progress. Upon leaving his first institution, the small private college where he played
sports, Cole hoped to apply and directly transfer to Midwest University. However, he was
not admissible because of his prior academic performance. Instead, Cole attended Star
Community College to make academic progress and hoped to later gain admission to the
university. As a student at community college, Cole was able to earn credits he could
apply towards his degree and was able to demonstrate academic readiness for admission
to Midwest University. Socially, Cole struggled in a new academic community and new
city. While the academic progress made at the community college made Cole admissible,
he describes the experience as challenging:
My experience at the community college was probably worse than my initial
institution and I didn’t think anything could get worse. When I was there, it did
not feel like college. I felt uncomfortable. I felt like I was not a good student. I
didn’t talk to a single soul. I put my head down, sat in the back, and just tried to
stay away from everybody because I did not feel comfortable with a single
person.
In spite of Cole’s lack of connection with his peers at the community college, he made
positive academic progress that gained him admission to Midwest University. Cole’s
progress towards his degree at the university started positively with three strong
semesters and then he started to struggle academically again. He was eventually
academically dismissed a second time late in his academic career. Because university
policies require that dismissed students stop out for two semesters prior to being eligible
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for readmission, Cole experienced a stop out period in which he was not enrolled at any
institution because he only had one remaining class to complete at the university for his
degree. Once readmitted, Cole completed the required course and successfully graduated.
Stop out connections: Charting their own course of “engagement.” Following
academic dismissal, students are required to be unenrolled from the university for two
semesters. As described above, study participants Brynn, Allan, and Francie all continued
taking courses towards their degree at a community college. These three participants,
along with Cole, while being formally removed from Midwest University, remained
engaged with the university community in unexpected ways. Margie’s experience was
different from the rest of the study participants. As described earlier, Margie began her
college career at a sister institution of Midwest University and was dismissed at the
conclusion of her first academic year. After dismissal, Margie chose to engage in fulltime employment out of the state; she is the only participant who left the city where
Midwest University is located, but later returned to complete her degree.
Brynn, in particular, maintained so many connections with university staff and
students that her social life and support system remained tethered to the campus
community while her enrollment in classes was elsewhere. During Brynn’s stop out
period she lived near the university campus. Brynn resided off campus in privately owned
apartments that border campus and are marketed as “near campus living for university
students.” Socially, Brynn stayed connected with her college boyfriend who was
attending Midwest University as well as with her college friends. Brynn also stayed
connected to two college staff members from Midwest University throughout her stop out
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period. First, she recounted that she consulted with her college advisor about community
college courses that would count towards her college degree. Additionally, Brynn also
connected with her college career coach about her goals of returning. In fact, Brynn
maintained such strong connections to these staff members that they felt like her “best
friends.” In addition to staying connected to the university by proximity, staff
connections, and supporting friendships, Brynn even used university facilities to study for
her community college courses. Brynn summarizes her connection to campus during the
stop out period by stating, “So, it was kind of like I was still going there but going
through a different school.”
Similarly, Allan used relationships and proximity to retain his identity as a
member of the university community. When Allan was dismissed from Midwest
University, he stayed connected to campus staff and faculty. He maintained a previous
close connection with his staff college recruiter and his faculty advisor that he had been
assigned shortly before his dismissal. Even socially, Allan engaged with his friends,
despite his not being an enrolled student. No longer being a university student, he could
not continue with his club sport, but he stayed connected with his teammates. Like
Brynn, during Allan’s stop out time he lived in the university city, near his college’s
campus, and lived with current university students.
Francie also stayed deeply connected to the Midwest University community, in
part out of necessity. After Francie’s academic dismissal, she felt like she had no choice
but to stay in the community of the university. Upon being dismissed and even still to this
day, Francie has not shared her complicated path to graduation with her family. Francie
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described the pressure from her family that kept her in the university community by
explaining:
They have a certain standard for us[kids]. They expect us to just be the best
students all the time and to continue, you know, to elevate ourselves,
educationally. I was the oldest, so there was a lot of pressure on me. There was a
lot of pressure put us on to, trying to create wealth for our family.
Francie found communities among people on campus with whom she had previous
relationships. She completed courses at the community college and stayed in touch with
her advisor about her plan to return to the university. She even remained connected to her
scholarship-based community leaders. Because she lost her scholarship due to poor
academic performance, she did not have the financial support of her scholarship. Instead,
during Francie’s stop out from the university she worked two jobs in the community.
However, she still had emotional support from the program leader of the scholarshipbased learning community. Francie maintained relationships with friends during this
time, with similar backgrounds and experiences she felt their support, she describes this
by stating:
I told my friends that I was really close with, told them what I was going through.
I told them I’m not going to tell my parents, which they got because they were
first generation college students. They understand the pressure that comes from
that, the stress, and how our parents expect so much of us.
Cole’s challenging circumstances continued once he matriculated to the
university. Having been dismissed from two different institutions was challenging for
Cole, both academically and psychologically. With no required classes available at a
community college, but still with a required course available only at the university,
Cole’s stop out period was emotionally challenging. During his stop out period, he waited
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for a chance to be readmitted so he could retake his final capstone course at the
university.
Similar to some other participants, Cole lived in the same city as Midwest
University while he waited to reapply. However, he described the emotional difficulties
he felt from the shame of his circumstances. He maintained the same friends but hid his
academic dismissal from his friends and his dad because in his words, he “felt like a
loser.” At the time of his dismissal, Cole was in a rewarding and year-long relationship
with his girlfriend. His status as a dismissed student impacted the way he regarded
himself as her partner; he believed she could do better than him and he suggested they
end their relationship. Cole described what he said to her by recounting:
I would completely understand if you don’t want to be with me. You know, I’m a
loser. Go be with somebody who’s going to be a doctor, go be with somebody
who can graduate on time, go be with somebody who can do those things, because
I can’t.
Cole’s girlfriend stayed with him. He shared how she had faith in him to finish his degree
even when he did not himself have confidence. In addition to the support of his girlfriend,
Cole describes the constant support he received from his academic advisor:
I needed somebody to, like, support me. I never had a female support me in my
life. So having a female support me, it meant a lot to me. I would schedule a
meeting with my advisor and I felt like she cared about me. She listened to me.
She challenged me. She believed I could complete my degree.
Second enrollment period tenacity: Finding the inspiration to cross the finish
line despite the barriers. After the stop out period following dismissal, each of the
study participants was successfully readmitted to the university and began their second
enrollment period. Students were informed upon readmission that their status was
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“probation,” and the policies for that status would apply. Despite successful readmission
to Midwest University, each of the study participants found new and additional barriers
as they progressed towards their degrees.
Brynn felt confident about the readmission process. Relying on her positive
relationships with staff in the college she had been in, she worked with them on the
readmission letter. Brynn stated:
Honestly, my advisor was like the best advisor I could ever get and was so
supportive through everything. Towards the end of my college career she said that
I was actually the fastest turnaround she’s ever seen for some being, like,
removed and like being able to jump back in. That really hit me. So, that made
me feel really good.
When she was readmitted, Brynn was frustrated after discovering that her academic
advising upon her return would formally happen through another advising unit, the unit
works with students who have not yet declared a major or who are not yet admissible to
their desired college because of GPA. Brynn was frustrated that she could not just
continue to work with the staff she knew and trusted, saying:
The advisors in the unit, they were nice people. But, personally, I did not feel like
they helped me at all. All it did was stress me out more than anything. It gave me
more things to do, so while I needed to, like, hunker down and study more to
make sure I did not fail out again, I kept on having to connect with advisors in this
other unit. I had to keep on retelling my story each time I met with a different
person. At the same time, I would go back and meet with the college advisor to
figure out what I actually needed to do.
When Brynn returned to the university, she implemented a new routine of time and
classwork management compared to her initial enrollment period. She recalled:
Each time a new semester started, I just knew how to go about it, how to handle
all of my classes. I made sure to do things like use office hours and make sure I
was on track with my assignments. I actually got to the point that I liked using
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resources, believe it or not. I studied regularly with friends from classes I made
when I returned or my boyfriend who was a student.
When asked what advice Brynn would offer a future student or what lessons had she
learned, she stated: “I would say always use your resources, always utilize them. Don’t
do anything alone, always have someone else to keep you on track to stay focused. Don’t
let things get ahead of you.” In spite of the challenges she faced, Brynn articulated how
the experience of college was important for her. Brynn reflected what earning a college
degree meant to her:
It makes me feel focused and accomplished. I never saw myself not getting a
degree, so getting a degree was really important. I got through a lot and I’m
really glad I did it. I learned things that weren’t necessarily academic things but
life experience. I feel like now when I go through a problem, I know how to fix
it.
During the stop out period, Francie remained connected with her academic
advisor from the university. While Francie was not ready to give up on her dream of
going on to medical school someday, she knew the first step was to complete a bachelor's
degree. Together with her advisor they determined her most academically efficient route
to a bachelor’s degree, which included changing her major at Midwest University to a
degree she could rapidly complete. Francie’s strategy is not unique. Having been
unsuccessful academically cost Francie financially; she no longer had her scholarship.
Despite not having outside financial support, Francie described her commitment to
completing her degree: “I think my determination to finish pushed me through my
degree. Because at this point, people in my community would be comparing me to other
people. My cousin who came into the university after me, he had already graduated.” In
addition to Francie’s personal tenacity and support from her advisor, she described how
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she altered her behaviors to become more academically-focused when she returned to the
university, stating:
I was determined. Also, using my professors and study hours. I wanted things to
go smoothly, so if I ran into a problem I emailed my professors to let them know
my situation. They could see how much work I put in and that I wanted this. I was
determined to finish strong.
Because she continues to feel pressure from her family and community about her own
degree progress, Francie reflected on the messages she would give a younger member of
her community as they started their own college degree:
I would tell them not to worry about the four year deadline or what people think
your deadline is. School is always going to be there and not to rush. Also, and,
try not to do too much when you first get in like I did. And not to lose focus on
what your main goal was when you first decided to go to school.
At the time of this research, Francie has successfully completed her degree, but she
reflects upon her accomplishment that her graduation celebration was not what she
envisioned. Instead, her triumphant moment - and that of her family and friends - was
not available as a result of the global pandemic. She shared:
It is definitely a moment in time and COVID robbed that from me. So, like, I just
got on zoom. And that was it. Later, I had the option to walk, but I didn’t really
feel like walking anymore because like, I don’t have that same feeling that I had
when I did complete my degree.
Cole’s time away from Midwest University was particularly distressing, as he was
dismissed with only one course left in his degree, but policy necessitated that he leave the
university for an academic year. Cole described his frustration at the readmission process
that asked him to explain what he had done during the stop out period, he stewed:
I was completely baffled and angry that I had to write a letter for
readmission. One of the questions was, what have you been doing? I wanted to
say, I don’t know, but put $20,000 into my retirement account, that is what I have
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been doing this past year. I was angry but I was terrified as well that I would not
be readmitted because well, you kicked me out before. I could not believe the
question. I laughed at it. I emailed my advisor and said this is ridiculous. She
was sympathetic. I told her this is what I’m gonna write and she said don’t write
that.
When Cole returned to Midwest University to finish his final class, he knew it was the
one class standing between him and his degree. He also made sure to complete every part
of the capstone class which was an internship. At the time, Cole was worried that if the
university moved online during the onset of COVID-19, his scheduled internship site for
his class would be interrupted and would further delay graduation. Cole was surprised
and thankful for the flexibility of his professor adjusting the course work associated with
the internship course. When he finished his degree, he described amazing support from
his girlfriend and his academic advisor that made him proud of what he had done. Cole
still had shame about it taking so long to graduate, but his girlfriend knew it was time to
celebrate all he achieved. Cole shared about his unexpected graduation celebration:
We were going to go out to dinner to celebrate but first we were going to grab
drinks at a bar I did some bartending at. As we went in, I kept running into my
friends who all happened to be there. I was like, huh, small world. When it was
time to leave and head to the restaurant, my friends were leaving at the same time.
I walked outside and there was a limo waiting for us. My girlfriend had all of my
close friends there to celebrate with me. I care a lot that it took me that long to
graduate, and I make jokes about it to cope with it. But none of them cared. No.
They didn’t care how long it took me.
Cole did a great deal of soul-searching and self-discovery during his academic career, and
his life lessons were clear in his interviews. When Cole considered his thoughts about
how to help a student who might be struggling as he did, Cole noted that he wish he had
heard encouraging messages from other people besides his girlfriend and advisor:
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Personally, I’d say you’re not stupid. You’re not, don’t let anybody around here,
a teacher, an administrator, and advisor tell you that you’re less than you
are. You can do this, you can push through this, and you will push through this. I
think just because, you know, you’re still a kid going through college, right?
You’re a young adult. You need encouragement, you need somebody to tell you
that you are great.
Cole sees himself differently now that he saw himself at the outset of his college career.
When reflecting on what it means to finally has his degree in hand, Cole says:
I am the same person, I just wanted to graduate. I wanted to finish what I started.
My growth was phenomenal. Now, I mean, I bought a house and I’m working on
a lot. I've changed for the better. I'm kinder, I’m motivated.
Margie’s experience was significantly influenced by the university policies for
academic dismissal. As was described earlier in this chapter in the section entitled a brief
explanation of university policies for academic action, by policy any student who has
been on academic probation for two consecutive semesters are automatically dismissed;
all students are placed on probation after readmission. Because Margie’s previous GPA
(from Midwest University's sister school) was so low and was included in her GPA
calculations, it was mathematically impossible for Margie to avoid dismissal. Thus, based
on Margie’s low GPA from the sister institution, Margie faced repeated academic
dismissal from Midwest University when she was a degree seeking student. Margie
started every semester knowing no matter how well she performed academically, she
would be dismissed at the conclusion of the semester based on her cumulative grades.
Typically, students in Margie’s position would appeal their dismissal, and, because they
were making grades that displayed academic readiness, were readmitted. To help her be
successful, Margie built positive relationships with her advisor who supported her
through dismissal appeal after dismissal appeal. Working with her advisor, Margie
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understood she would likely be reinstated for the next term, but she still faced associated
challenges. Margie stated:
Each semester I was dismissed. Once dismissed, my classes I had signed up for in
the next term were dropped. My only source of employment was being a student
worker. Well, when you are dismissed, you can’t work as a student worker. The
biggest thing that made a difference going through this was my advisors. They did
not look at me like a bad student getting bad grades, they saw the work I was
doing and supported me at every step.
In addition to facing the administrative processes around having a low cumulative GPA,
Margie also faced significant personal obstacles. Her father was ill, and Margie knew that
his time was limited. While she was trying to complete her degree, she was also saying
goodbye to her father. Margie shared:
My dad was sick, you know, and I kept telling him, I’m graduating on December
16th. I’m graduating this fall. He was trying really hard to hold on and make it to
that point. When he passed before graduation, I had to keep going on. I called my
professors and I was like, what do I have to do to graduate because I am walking
across that stage on the 16th.
Margie learned a great deal about successful college choices from her experience, and she
traces her difficulties to her first institution and her personal fit. When reflecting on
advice she would give to others, Margie says:
I would make sure you are going to a place you really want to go. That would
have made a huge difference to me had I been somewhere that I felt like I wanted
to be and it was not just going through the motions of what my family wanted.
Earning a college degree was very important to Margie, both for her self-esteem and her
financial goals. She was motivated to return to school after a horrible day at her full-time
job, and she knew a college degree paid off for her professionally. But her sense of pride
is also obvious in her reflections:
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For me, it was one of the proudest moments I had in five years. I had set a goal
for myself. A degree will lead to better job opportunities but also a better
experience for me overall. Like, being able to prove to myself that I could actually
do it. You know, after being out of school for so long, it was a huge
accomplishment.
Allan displayed tenacity not only in his academics, but in his unwavering
commitment to his professional aspirations. Just as Allan anticipated and planned for his
impending academic dismissal before he left Midwest University, he knew he needed to
prepare himself and return to the university to earn his degree for his future career. The
summer before Allan was dismissed, he worked hard at an internship in his field. The
anticipation of being able to enjoy his future career left a lasting motivation for him to
complete his degree. Following Allan’s readmission he knew his time back at the
university was the “last straw.” He had to complete this degree or “back to my home
state.” After Allan was readmitted at the university, he had another internship planned for
the following summer. Unfortunately, the more hands-on internship was cancelled due to
COVID-19. He was able to still engage with his internship but from a technical support
side. As Allan said, “At the end of the day, nothing stops the agricultural field.” His
commitment to his future propels him towards completing his degree. Still, being on
probation and with the stressors of his eagerness to begin his professional life, returning
to campus during the pandemic of 2020-2021 was an obstacle he won’t forget. When
reflecting on Allan’s second enrollment period at the university, he observed:
When I returned, I was on probation. Half of my classes had labs, labs on zoom
during COVID were hard. One of the classes I was in I had to retake from earlier,
I’ll be honest if I had not been in the class before I would have not had any idea
what was going on. Labs on zoom was a tough format. But, I almost got a 3.5 gpa
that semester.
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Given his significant improvement in his academic performance, Allan knew that he was
successful because he made some deliberate changes in the classroom. Allan shared what
was different during his second enrollment period:
I mean, really, the only difference I felt was I just did my work. I didn’t just let
points fly by. Also, I got a different advisor. My new advisor was helpful and
gave better course advice then my first advisor. So, a different advisor and turning
in work was the overall deal changer.
In retrospect, Allan saw that his campus involvement was a critical indicator of his
success as well as an obstacle he overcame in his early attempts in college. He reflected
how important the network of people at the university was, both those on staff and his
fellow students:
Make sure you get in the right clubs. I mean, everybody says join clubs, but join
the right ones. Also, make sure you have the right advisor for you and if you
don’t, change. Find your home within the university. Nobody at the university
wants to see you fail, so when you make a mistake, fix it and move on. Last, not
what your end goal is, do internships and things related to your career field.
While several students experienced a deepening sense of personal accomplishment after
having completed their degree, Allan maintained his opinion that the credential of a
college degree was, for him, a ticket to his professional life. Given this at the time of this
research, he was still enrolled, perhaps once he has participated in graduation exercises
he may have other, more personal, reactions, but his commitment to his career was his
abiding reason to complete his coursework:
At the end of the day, people have mixed emotions or reasons for getting a
degree. For me, it’s pay. There’s no reason to get a degree if you don’t know
what you want to do for a career. You’re gonna do a career for 40 years of your
life. You’re only in college, well, I’m gonna say for four but I’m in there for five
and half. So, yeah, you got to decide what you want to do for the 40 years of your
life and then build on that. I mean, I’ve been doing that since high school.
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Summary
The purpose of this phenomenological study was to answer the central question:
How does a student who has been academically dismissed describe the experience
leading up to academic probation and academic dismissal, the time period of sitting out
from the institution, and the process of progressing to graduation after having been
academically reinstated to the institution? This study subsequently addresses the sub
questions: (a) How does the student describe the factors that led to the student being
placed on academic probation and then being dismissed? and (b) How does the student
describe the time period of sitting out from the institution and their pathway back to
graduation after reinstatement? A phenomenological study culminates with the researcher
crafting a composite textual and structural description of participants, then merging those
descriptions to form the essence of the phenomenon (Creswell, 2008).
Returning to the parameters of phenomenological methods, it is important to
remember that a textual description is “what” the participants experienced and structural
description is the “how” they experienced the subject of the study.
Textual
Creswell (2008) described the textual description as “what” the participants
experienced. For this research, the “what” is a multi-year experience beginning with
matriculation to a college with perception of academic readiness and progresses through
academic struggle, academic crises and dismissal, readmission, and successful
graduation. For all students, the “what” begins with the participants' expectation of their
own academic preparedness for college. Once the students were immersed in college
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coursework, they all experienced academic struggles. These academic struggles evolved
into academic crisis and eventually lead to the formal process of academic probation. The
participants all experienced personal challenges that were daunting to them, these
challenges came in the form their own health challenges, diagnosed learning disabilities,
and the death of close family members. Throughout their college career, participants all
experienced university policies that were designed with the goal of supporting students
who faced academic struggles. As such, all participants experienced being placed on
academic probation, which for these students resulted in academic dismissal. As a result
of being academically dismissed, participants were required to stop out of the institution
for at least two terms. Four of the five participants took courses at community colleges
during the stop out period. During the stop-out period, the majority stayed socially and
psychologically connected to campus as displayed by proximity of where they lived and
studied, the peers from whom they found support, and consistent contact with advising
staff. Following the stop out period, participants applied for readmission and enrolled at
Midwest University to continue their degree. The students in the study all enrolled at
Midwest; some participants had one semester of enrollment after readmission and others
had multiple semesters. As enrolled students (post-readmission), many students
experienced university policies that were applied to their academic record in ways that
complicated how they were able to navigate their degree once readmitted. Finally, all
participants reached or will shortly reach the milestone of graduation.
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Structural
The structural description describes the context or setting in which the
phenomenon was experienced and is often referred to as the “how” (Creswell, 2008).
The first “how” of this study, was the participants did not see the stop out period as a
separate and distinct part of their academic journey. As participants enrolled in local or
regional community colleges, they saw this as still making progress towards their degree.
The “how” of the experiences also included the continuance of life “as a college
student”. Regardless of where they were pursuing classes, the participants continued lives
that mirrored traditional college students in where they chose to live, their social
connections, and the way in which they structured their day to day lives by prioritizing
academic pursuits. For example, nearly all of these students maintained roommates who
were also college students, as well as choosing to study on Midwest University’s campus,
and presented themselves as persons actively pursuing a college degree when talking to
friends and family. They conducted themselves as persons for whom completing a
college degree was within their future.
A final “how” was working through the dismissal period on their own. The
participants did not share their academic status with their social support circle, and they
experienced this process in isolation, only engaging with those they trusted most. Even
without a wide support system, these participants, who had struggled to navigate their
initial enrollment institution, were all able to successfully manage enrollment at another
institution and re-demonstrate academic readiness for readmission. All students all
navigated the university curricular requirements for completion of their degree, sought
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assistance from institutional staff and faculty to continue their academic career, and
reflected on their personal and professional aspirations and abilities throughout the
process.
Essence
The essence is a description of the phenomenon incorporating both the textual and
structural descriptions, describing both the “what” and the “how” of the participant
experience (Creswell, 2008). The title of this chapter, the complicated road to degree
completion can be used in describing the essence of this experience. When we begin a
journey there is a destination point. For each of the participants, the destination point was
completing a degree.
The essence of the experience of academic dismissal and successful return to
complete the degree began with optimism of “going to college.” Once the participants
merged onto the main highway of this journey, there were feelings of connection with the
social aspects of going to college. An initial caution signal was that only one participant
identified a faculty connection, and that was through a learning community not the
classroom. During a journey we often encounter unexpected road work or slow traffic
that we did not anticipate. Similarly, none of the participants expected to encounter the
difficulties they experienced. In fact, even those with identified learning challenges chose
not to utilize institutional services.
Descriptions of why the journey was slowed down and then stopped included life
experiences, such as the loss of a family member and illness as well as the lack of the
time management necessary to complete college-level courses at the level required for
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satisfactory academic progress. None of the participants specifically stated, “I was not
prepared to do the work.” The interest of this study was the student who was dismissed
and then, after the required period of not enrolling at the institution, returned and
successfully completed the requirements leading to a degree. The essence includes the
tenacity to continue, to look for an alternative route to the destination and not completely
stop. The dismissal from Midwest did not result in a complete “stopping out” but rather
an alternative path on the complicated road to degree completion.
The community college served as the detour towards degree completion. While on
the detour, the mindset of “being a college student” identified that the detour was not
going to prevent reaching the destination. Social and academic connections to Midwest
served as “roadside signs” pointing to the right direction. Following articulation
agreements or the completion of community college courses that would “count” towards
the bachelor’s degree the participants were able, as the GPS often says, to “return to the
route”.
When we arrive at a destination, often we share the experiences that occurred
during our journey. A sense of “unfinished business” indicated that the road closed at
dismissal was not going to end the journey. Confidence in the lessons learned prior to the
detour, a maturity and personal awareness of academic competence, the importance of
using institutional resources and the acceptance of personal responsibility allowed the
answer of yes to the universal question, “are we there yet”?
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Chapter 5
Discussion
The Contributions of Experiences Shared: Towards an Understanding of Dismissed
Students who Successfully Return
The findings of this study reveal some broad similarities among the participants,
yet each individual story indicated unique aspects of the journey to the baccalaureate
degree. These findings do provide support for previous research, but also unpack a wealth
of opportunities for further study. Additionally, the experiences of the participants
provide some indications of potential actions that Midwest University could explore to
support students who are being dismissed but have indicated that they wish to return to
the institution. Although there is a robust literature pertaining to student retention and
persistence, the stories of students who have been dismissed from and then successfully
return to complete a bachelor’s degree has not often been told. Increasing graduation
rates and the number of satisfied alumni require insights into all student experiences,
including those who are readmitted after dismissal and then successfully complete a
degree.
Included in this chapter are the limitations of this work, discussion of the findings,
and recommendations for future research and practices for Midwest University to
consider based on the lived experience of the participants in this study. This chapter
closes with my personal reflections.
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Limitations
The results in the study are based on the experiences of five participants and is
thus limited to the stories shared by these students. The participants all earned or will
earn their bachelor's degree from the same public university in the midwestern region of
the United States. While the participants were all unique, most of the participants
presented as what is sometimes described as “traditional” college students in age and
previous secondary education and were a fairly homogenous group from a demographic
perspective.
The primary data collection tool was a series of interviews of the participants to
gather their stories. The data, thus, is limited to the memory of participants. The inclusion
of information from other parties, such as staff members and faculty who interacted with
the participants on their journey could have added another dimension to the data.
Moreover, the participants volunteered to participate in this study, an identified limitation
of this work, as such the voices of students who have chosen to not engage in the study
are left unheard. Although generalizations cannot be applied beyond the participants of
the study, the information gleaned from this work suggests that gathering insights from
additional students after dismissal may be useful in developing policies and practices that
facilitate re-entry to the university with the goal of degree completion.
Discussion of Findings
The findings of this study informed an evolution in the research questions in
addition to providing the lived experiences of each participant. When developing the
central research question and related sub questions, the researcher’s hypothesis
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anticipated that participants experienced three distinct stages related to their degree
progress. I expected the students to view the first stage being the initial enrollment
period, which I suggested was defined by first enrollment at college, wherein they were
placed on academic probation and later academically dismissed. The second stage I had
defined as the stop out period, when participants were required, based on Midwest
University policy on academic dismissal, to not be enrolled at Midwest University. And
lastly, I expected the third and final stage to be the duration of time in which the
participants prepared to return, the second enrollment period when they returned, and
progressed to graduation or graduated from Midwest University.
However, when analyzing the participant experience, it became clear that
participants saw their experience in two stages, not three. Participants defined the first
stage as when they started their college journey, experienced academic difficulty, and
were eventually academically dismissed. The second stage began once dismissal
occurred, and while the participants were not allowed to enroll at their initial institutions
because of dismissal, technically they were not stopped out from higher education.
Four of the five participants immediately enrolled at a community college and
were still actively working towards making progress on their degree, albeit at another
institution. Allan and Brynn quickly navigated the admissions processes at the respective
community colleges they attended. For Brynn, this was returning to a community college
she had earned credit at during high school. Allan identified his quick transition to the
community college because he knew of existing transfer agreements between the
community college and his degree program at Midwest University. The one participant
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whose experience differed was Margie who took an extended time away from pursuing
her degree after being dismissed from the sister institution of Midwest University. A
better understanding of the manner in which these students viewed their experience as a
whole is important; most participants in this study viewed the stop out period as an aspect
of their journey towards recovery of their good academic standing.
It is well known in the higher education community students will earn college
credit from multiple institutions; McCormick (2003) found a rise in the number of
students presenting credit towards their degree from more than one intuition. Avalos et al.
(2017) found as many as 80% of students attending a midwestern public institution had
transfer credit from one or more institutions. The participants experience earning college
credit following academic dismissal at another institution is similar to earlier findings of
Kinloch et al. (1993).
The conceptual framework of this study was based on Tinto’s (1993) Institutional
Departure Theory. Tinto proposed an interactional theory of student departure from
higher education that explored causes related to both the student and the institution. The
two attributes Tinto (1993) identified with student departure from the institution are
“intention” and “commitment.” Intention is informed by the student’s goals whereas
commitment is reflected in the student’s willingness to work towards the goals. The
participant with the strongest intention and commitment throughout the degree seeking
progress was Allan, as he displayed by his choice of Midwest University for a specific
degree program to lead him to a specific career. Other participants waned in their
intention and commitment during the initial enrollment period but prior to and upon their
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second enrollment period at Midwest exhibited a strong intention and commitment to
reaching degree completion.
Chapter 4 described the two broad themes that emerged from the data collected.
The first, “Mitigating Factors: Unexpected pitfalls and roadblocks to student success,”
details the cycle of our participants’ shift from perceived readiness to academic peril and
the internal struggles and external barriers encountered throughout the students’ initial
enrollment period. The second, “Motivating Factors: The need to complete the degree,”
expresses the tenacity displayed by students as they forge new academic paths for
themselves and rediscover their passion for degree completion. Each theme includes a
number of subthemes and contextualizes not only the chronology of academic dismissal
and readmission, but also the process of personal discovery, the resources students
utilized throughout their experience, and the impact of relationships with campus
practitioners and student support persons on their eventual successful graduation. As
such, three broad findings emerged from the experience of these research participants that
echoed the scholarly literature while providing researchers a glimpse into the lived
experiences of this population. These concepts were discerned from the data collected
and are expressed here as the value of connections, stopping out is not always stopping,
and the benefit of a college degree.
The value of connections. When we imagine a college student beginning their
academic journey, we may make the mistake of considering degree-accomplishment as
an endeavor a student completes independently. Certainly, a student may move away
from the family and friends who have supported them for 18 years. In any case, the
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student enters a new environment that is governed by new rules and policies as well as
hidden norms to discover and navigate. Rarely does a college student successfully
address this new reality alone, more often students find success in navigating college by
becoming a part of a community. Such a community is comprised of student peers,
university staff, and faculty.
Making connections during college. A key indicator of student retention that
leads to persistence is a student's involvement at the institution (Tinto, 1975). Astin
(1985) labelled this as the theory of student involvement and defined student involvement
as “the quantity and quality of the physical and psychological energy that students invest
in the college experience” (p. 528). While all the participants struggled academically
during their initial enrollment period and lacked academic connections to their
institutions, they reported having strong social and emotional connections to campus
during their time.
For example, Allan lived in a small residential living community with students in
similar majors. He also made quick friends with teammates of his club sports team. While
Allan felt connected to campus during his initial enrollment period, he stated that the time
commitment of his club sport was in competition with the time he needed to dedicate to
his academics. Similarly, Francie found a connection to campus but realized her social
connections were so strong, they limited her time for her academic endeavors. Both of
these participants represent the importance of non-academic connections to campus found
in student retention literature, but their experiences also represent an important warning
of the “right” balance of non-academic connections to campus.
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Meaningful connections to faculty. A second common element of research on
student retention often identifies the important connection students form with faculty as a
positive influence on retention. Lau (2003), and O’Keefe (2013) both conducted studies
that found the intentional development of faculty-student relationships as a positive
impact on student retention. A missing component of the student experience discovered
in this work is found in reporting connections with faculty. During the participants initial
enrollment period there was no meaningful connection to faculty for the majority of the
participants.
For example, Cole angrily remembered feeling challenged by a professor in front
of his classmates. Margie felt like her faculty did not care when she went to class and was
not successful academically nor when she was absent for an extended time period. As a
result, Margie recalled feeling ambivalent towards creating relationship with faculty
members, stating, “what was the point?” in regard to making contact with her faculty.
O’Keefe (2013) found “caring” faculty contributed positively to students feeling
welcome within the college environment. While previous literature asserts that
relationships between faculty and students benefit all students from a retention
standpoint, Longwell-Grice and Longwell-Grice (2008) found outside of class
interactions between faculty and students were especially beneficial for first-generation
and working-class students. Francie, a first-generation student, provided support for this
previous finding. Many times during her interviews, she identified the faculty member
who was the program leader for her scholarship-based learning community as a positive
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connection to her college experience. Yet that faculty member was not an instructor in
any of her courses.
The second enrollment period presents a contradicting experience in regard to
faculty interaction for the students. The participants spoke more positively about their
interactions with faculty after they returned to school at Midwest University. The
majority were quick to initiate connections with faculty to better understand class
assignments and get assistance prior to or after tests. The one student who felt she formed
a close connection with a professor was Margie. Compared to the other participants,
Margie was enrolled for the highest number of semesters during her second enrollment
period and thus was able to take a series of courses in one department from the same
professor. Having the same professor multiple times allowed her to establish a tight knit
relationship inside and outside of the classroom. Existing research and literature on
student success suggest faculty interactions is a key partnership for students. Four of the
five participants in this study described themselves as more actively engaged in their
course work in the second enrollment period and they saw faculty as partners to their
academic goals compared to their earlier experience,
Continuous staff support and connections. Participants reported having better
connections with faculty in the second enrollment period then the first period but
articulated that support from staff members throughout their academic career was
paramount to eventually returning to Midwest and successfully completing the degree. To
be sure, faculty-student interactions are often touted as a strong influencer on student
success (Lau, 2003; O’Keefe, 2013; Pascarella, 1980; Tinto, 2012). Likewise, retention
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research shows the importance of connecting with staff through activities such as
academic advising, academic resources, and student involvement (Tinto, 2012). Brynn
and Francie, found strong staff support and developed long lasting relationships that
began during the initial enrollment period, continued during the stop out period, and
formally resumed once they were successfully readmitted to the institution. Three
different staff roles were identified: academic advisor, learning community staff, and
career coaches. Both Brynn and Francie indicated that these staff members supported
them during the stop out period as well as during the second enrollment period; for these
students, the strongest staff connection was with their academic advisor.
This research shows the positive impact that personal connections with invested
campus professionals and other students had on these students, which is an area that was
not found in the existing literature. The data show that the students who maintained their
social connections to Midwest University remained engaged in the process of degree
completion and regarded themselves as able to be successful. Additionally, the
interpersonal connections with professional staff allowed students easy access to the
resources they needed to plan for readmission and graduation, and helped students
maintain a purposeful association with Midwest throughout the stop out period.
Stopping out is not always stopping. Rarely does a student start an
undergraduate degree at a four-year institution with the goal of not completing a
bachelor’s degree. With that in mind, departing formally from the institution could feel
disappointing to the student, or even counterproductive to the end goal of earning a
degree. However, stopping out of the college attendance process may not be an end point,
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as Tinto (2012) stated: “every leaving contains the potential for eventual return” (p. 211).
Participants in this study were all required to stop out for two consecutive semesters
before applying for readmission. While two participants - Margie and Francie - stopped
out longer than the required two terms, the rest of the participants applied for readmission
after meeting the minimum required stop out period.
Existing literature illustrates that some students find great value in time away
from school as part of the degree completion journey (Giampa & Symbaluk, 2018;
Leppel, 1984). Time away can allow students to mature and develop real world skills
(Leppel, 1984). Cole, the only participant who had no classes that could be completed at
the community college, used this time to work multiple jobs and save towards a down
payment on a house and towards his retirement fund.
Time away from the institution can also offer clarity to their long term goals
(Giampa & Symbaluk, 2018). All participants reflected on the value of the stop out
period to their personal development. Brynn, Allan, and Francie all found being away
from Midwest University in the formal role of a student strengthened their desire to
return to Midwest as a degree seeking student and complete the degree they started.
Margie serves as an exception in this case; she was out for an extended stop out period.
During this time, she chose to work full-time for several years, even while cherishing the
idea that she would eventually return to college life. The rest however, continued to find
a connection to the university and in moving through life as a college student during the
stop out period. For these participants, this meant they lived with other college going
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students close to campus housing. Many of them used campus facilities to study or
connect with friends.
Additionally, some students realize during formal time away from the institution
that a change of major might lead to better success academically upon readmission
(Giampa & Symbaluk, 2018). Francie illustrated just such an experience. The idea of
changing majors, even after great academic difficulty, never felt like an option to Francie.
It is as if she thought she could outlast and outwait the science and math classes she could
not successfully complete. Time away from the university gave Francie space to realize
her first priority was to earn her degree and having a degree in hand, she could continue
on with her future education goals of the medical field. As part of the readmission
process for her final term at Midwest University, Francie changed her declared major.
The stop out period, then, proved formative for all participants. The information
presented in this work underscores the value of the stop out period for students who were
able to advance in their degree. Participants in this study who utilized the stop out period
for professional work experiences found value in the financial opportunities they created,
but the time away from academic work itself was neither a positive nor negative
contributor, and thus, we can determine that members of this study benefited from nearcontinuous enrollment or progress towards their academic credential.
All participants in this study, demonstrated a finding of Leppel’s (1984) work that
student upon readmission were more likely to have higher GPAs upon their return to
school compared to their initial enrollment period. Leppel (1984) also found those
students who were readmitted reported spending more time engaged in studying than
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students who were continually enrolled. While this study only looked at the experiences
of participants who had been dismissed, participants clearly articulated that after
readmission they were more actively engaged in their course work than during their
initial enrollment period.
As stated previously in Chapter 2, little research exists on the success and the
characteristics of students who successfully navigate academic dismissal, readmission,
and degree completion. Cogan (2010) found students with less semesters of enrollment
with less earned hours, were more likely to successfully navigate degree completion after
dismissal. Brynn provided a good example of this based on her quick return to degree
after dismissal in only her third semester at Midwest University and her seamless
movement towards graduation during the stop out period and upon her return. All
participants in the study were weighed down by their cumulative GPAs, but did
demonstrate success as measured by semester GPA following the reinstatement period
which represented Denovchek’s (1992) finding that semester GPA following readmission
was the strongest predictor for success.
The benefit of a college degree. Where the participants may have experienced
relationship with persons at the university in various ways, their expectations for the way
in which a college degree might impact their lives was a consistent component of their
academic journey. The literature on college degree acquisition is informative. A college
degree benefits the individual beyond education, as described by Mortenson (2000) and
Trostel (2010) who found individuals who earn a college degree have higher lifetime
earnings compared to those who do not complete a degree. Future earnings and working
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in a field he is passionate about was a driving factor for Allan to continue his degree even
after academic dismissal. Allan initially chose Midwest University for the specific degree
program, and he completed two internships during his time while enrolled and while
away from the university. While his degree has taken him longer than he planned, he still
sees value in earning his degree, and Allan shared his focus on career:
You’re only in college for a few years, well, I’m gonna say four but I’m in for
five and a half. You [have] got to decide what you want to do for the 40 years of
your life and build on that.
Among the participants, Allan most clearly articulated the importance of earning his
degree in direct relationship to his career ambitions. However, other study participants
saw the importance of earning a college degree for their overall benefit as well. Margie
bravely tried college a second time after an extended stop out period and frustration with
“dead end” jobs. Brynn saw a degree as what would propel her to meaningful work but
also living the life of a “grown up,” working one job during the traditional work day.
Beyond career satisfaction and earnings, individuals with college degrees are
more likely to engage in healthy behaviors (Perna, 2003). Additionally, research by Ma et
al. (2016) found those persons with degrees are more likely to engage in their
communities in positive ways such as volunteering and voting. The importance of
making a difference and contributing positively to your community was a double-edged
sword for Francie, and sometimes the pressure she felt to make her community proud was
a burden that paralyzed her in addition to being a motivator for completion. While
earning a college degree for Cole felt like a fulfillment of the status he chased when
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starting college, he also proudly stated how earning his degree made him a “better
person.”
No matter the particular benefits the participants hoped their degree would
unlock, it is noteworthy that all participants in the study maintained their positive
impression of the value of their degree. Despite the barriers faced by the participants in
this study, the students asserted that getting their college degree was an important part of
their personal and professional journey. For many participants, the completion of their
degree is among their proudest accomplishments, in part because they had so many
struggles to overcome. The value associated with the college degree the participants
stated, was consistent with the value of a college degree stated in earlier research, from
benefiting the individual personally and/or financially to being a productive member of
their communities.
There is one finding from this study that is not evidenced in previous literature. It
provides important insight into the lived experience of the participants and calls for
institutional action regarding the mental well-being of students who are academically
dismissed. Some participants, Brynn and Allan, at dismissal had in their mind a path back
to Midwest University through course work at community colleges and supportive family
who helped them navigate admissions and enrollment in a quick time frame. Other
participants, like Cole and Francie, faced much of their dismissal experience alone and
with great shame.
In both cases, neither Cole nor Francie could turn to family for support when they
faced dismissal. Additionally, Cole shared he thought his girlfriend should break-up with
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him and move on to date someone “better” than him. He hid the fact that he stopped out
from school to his friends from home and the people he worked with.
Francie, who has still not shared her struggles with her family, felt like she was a
failure at the point of dismissal, losing the scholarship that was her lifeline to being a
student at Midwest. Francie found support from some close friends, but carried the
weight of this experience mostly on her own. The student role being formally ended at
Midwest because of the dismissal, meant these participants were not able to utilize
campus resources to support their mental health and well-being when it was needed most.
Recommendations
This study provides insights into the lived experiences of five students who
experienced dismissal, readmission, and successful completion of a bachelor's degree. All
students participated voluntarily in interviews and discussion. While their circumstances
were uniquely individual to each student, themes emerged which provide initial insights
into this population and the manner in which Midwest University could support them.
Like any research which unlocks little-used methodology for a topic, this study displays
several opportunities for future research and demonstrates suggestions to improve
professional practice.
Recommendations for future research. This study is limited to the experiences
of five students at a public university in the Midwest United States. Information from
additional students at this, and other institutions are necessary in order to move towards a
comprehensive understanding of the experiences of students who face academic
probation, are dismissed, stop out, later gain readmission, and proceed to graduation. By
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nature of the chaotic enrollment patterns of students such as the population in this study
and the fact that such students are not progressing in a “traditional” sense, recorded and
aggregated data about their experiences are underrepresented within the higher education
literature. Future studies could focus on differences among various demographic
populations or institution types. In particular, the experiences of persons with work-life
balance issues would be of interest, such as working parents, single parents, veterans, or
non-traditionally aged students. Given the dearth of work regarding this population,
interested researchers have many opportunities to contribute to existing knowledge.
The participants all earned or will earn their bachelor's degree from the same
public university in the Midwest. While many of the policies and procedures outlined are
standard across the industry, this setting enjoys some advantages that should be explored
in future research. The students in this study were able to reside in the same community
as Midwest University while attending their alternate institution prior to readmission,
which proved an important factor in their resiliency. The importance of connection and
belongingness to campus for students who stop out with the anticipation of returning
should not be underestimated. Certainly, the opportunity for students to live nearby,
remain in touch with friends and even visit the university campus regularly contributed to
their consistent desire to graduate from the institution. Future studies might consider how
universities could replicate a similar advantage in settings where there is a community
college dismissed students might transition to while staying physically connected with
the university. Alternatively, future studies could explore understanding the student
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experience of a person who not only stops out from the university but physically
disconnects from the campus community altogether.
In addition to hearing more of the student experience with future research, it
would also be of value to the higher education community to hear the experience of
academic program leaders and staff who try to support the degree progress of these
students. Additional research on the student experience at the point of readmission and
effective strategies that support a student to degree completion would also be beneficial.
Currently upon readmission these students are treated the same as students on academic
probation and, as we learned from the participants, they often articulated they needed
different support.
Of note in this work is the absence of classroom content learning as a motivator
for degree completion. Students in this study repeatedly offered the value of university
staff and peer support in their ability to return and to persist to graduation, but few
mentioned a trusted faculty mentor in their major, or specific classes that kept them
engaged. Additional research is important to clarify this important component of
literature and to provide insight into how we can better the academic experiences for our
academically struggling or readmitted students to provide the positive connection many
faculty desire with all students.
A final recommendation for further research is a better understanding of the types
of courses, from content area to course design, students repeatedly face academic
difficulty in. Often these classes are known as “high fail” courses. When these courses
happen early in a student’s academic career, the lack of success in these “high fail”
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courses helps contribute to an unsecure foundation beginning the student on a path of
academic jeopardy.
Suggestions to examine practices and policies at Midwest University. The
findings also present areas that Midwest University could explore in an effort of
improvement towards facilitating the success of their student population, specifically
students who return to the university after having experienced academic failure. Because
institutional records-keeping mechanisms with such students can be sparse, previous
opportunities to gather detailed descriptions from students such as these participants has
been limited. These findings give voice to the unique experience of students who
successfully reach graduation after academic struggle, including dismissal, and later
return to complete their degree. As such, Midwest University has an opportunity to
recognize and enhance institutional practices in ways that encourage students to return to
campus and complete their degrees.
The research site should review existing communication to students who are
academically dismissed. This communication review should not only include what
messages are communicated but when these messages are shared with dismissed students.
Often based on the academic calendar aligning with traditional Christian holidays,
dismissed students are often notified of their dismissal during times the university is
closed. This leaves the students little or no opportunity to contact university staff, faculty,
or administrators about the students’ academic status.
The notification for academic dismissal sent to students by email provides the
dismissed students information about what it means to be dismissed and the mandatory
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stop-out period. The notification does give students the path to follow if they want to
appeal the dismissal decision but warns the student that appeals are granted in rare and
unique situations only. The notification makes vague recommendations about the
importance of making academic progress at a community college during the stop-out
period but offers no tangible connection to the community college to gain admission or
defining what is considered academic progress. By nature of this study, all participants
gained readmission to the university successfully but their understanding and confidence
in the process varied. Allan felt the readmission process was simple. Cole, Brynn, and
Francie all shared they relied on existing relationships with academic advisors at Midwest
to navigate the readmission process. Most stressed by the readmission process was Cole,
who did not have courses that could be applied to his degree that could be taken during
the stop out period. By determining and publishing a metric for readmission, students
could better set and achieve academic goals with the understanding of the readmission
expectations. This could include a pathway for curriculum taken at other institutions
while dismissed.
Beyond the notification of academic dismissal, a student receives by email, there
is no formal contact between the university and the dismissed student. The university
could learn more about the plans and next steps the dismissed student is considering by
developing a brief exit survey for dismissed students. From the simple logistics of
making sure the university has the updated contact information for the dismissed student
as well as understanding of the dismissed students plans for continuing their education.
The notification for academic dismissal and exit survey could identify a college specific
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contact person for the dismissed student to use as a resource to help them navigate the
stop-out time if the dismissed student is planning on seeking readmission. Formal support
for students who enroll at another institution during the stop out period could provide the
student accurate information about the right classes to take towards the degree as well as
to meet the readmission standard. Intentional support, encouragement, and connection to
the university could go beyond academics and also provide community resources for
housing, food, mental health, and well-being needs these students may have.
As shared earlier, stopping out does not mean stopping. The majority of
participants in this study took course work at local community colleges during the formal
stop out period from Midwest University. For Margie, she took course work that had
been identified by both the community college and university as course work that would
transfer to the university. Allan’s experience enrolling at the community college allowed
him to follow an already articulated pathway at the community college. While these paths
are created with the goal of recruiting new transfer students to the university, an
expansion of these pathways by program area could give students who experience
academic dismissal a clearer path back to the university.
Midwest University may benefit from a more intentional approach to the readmitted student population. Institutional policies regarding academic standing could be
reviewed and evaluated with special attention given to students who are academically
dismissed and are later readmitted to the institution. This study uncovers unintentional
barriers for student success for students whose enrollment patterns differ from the
existing system. Examples included Brynn’s not being assigned to her longtime trusted
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adviser upon readmission due to her GPA, or Margie’s repeated dismissal and subsequent
administrative headaches. Reviewing processes could help students maintain their future
enrollment in the following semester, allow students to maintain on-campus employment,
retain financial aid, and encourage their continued progress.
Related to this recommendation is a specific circumstance which could broadly be
considered. A unique characteristic of one participant, Margie, as a student enrolling
within a university system, invites in-depth system policy consideration. Certainly,
enrollment benefits exist within a university system as students move between system
institutions for short-term convenient registration or the opportunity to participate in a
unique experience at the sister school. However, Margie’s experience displays the
negative impact of such records-sharing, and practices which discourage students to
continue within the system to be a detriment to the student returning from academic
dismissal. As the system schools continue to work together towards the overall system
goals of retention and graduation, existing barriers such as these could be examined.
A non-academic policy emerged as one which warrants consideration. With the
best of intentions, Midwest University limits student participation in some student
organizations based on measures like GPA. In Margie’s experience with a low
cumulative GPA, she was not allowed to participate in major related organizations that
she felt would be of interest to her as she pursued her degree. She hoped participating in
these organizations would allow her to meet students in the same major, network with
alumni, and connect outside of the classroom setting with some faculty.
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A final recommended future practice for Midwest is to actively seek methods to
remain connected to students who have been dismissed so that their experiences may be
recorded and studied. The voluntary nature of participation in this study, an identified
limitation of this work, invites us to hear from students who have chosen to engage with
the university through these interviews. However, more information about other students
after dismissal could be useful in re-recruiting them to the university. Formalized efforts
by Midwest University could include identifying college level staff who could stay
connected with dismissed students, engaging in semesterly “check-ins” to understand the
student’s path back to Midwest University.
Researcher’s Reflections
As I undertook this research, I was in my twentieth year working in higher
education. Those years of experience, combined with my prior graduate education and
my continued education culminating with this research have taught me many important
lessons about higher education. Still, the greatest teachers I have who helped me learn the
most important lessons were the students I worked with. When beginning to work with
new professionals, a question I often ask them is “who is the magic population that
motivates you to do this work?” Students like the ones who participated in this study are
my “magic population,” they are the students that motivate me daily to continue this
work in higher education.
While the process of getting actual study participants was more challenging than I
anticipated, I learned important lessons from those challenges. Finding out that only one
or two students at the university met my selection criteria, made me question the data
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systems that I previously saw as accurate and beyond question. It also made me question
how financial and programmatic decisions could be made with flawed data.
Once interviews were underway, I felt honored that these former students would
share and trust their stories with me. I was surprised to hear, in their own words, how
much their own path shaped how they feel about themselves today. Some still carried
pain, shame, or frustration about their experience. Students who face academic challenges
and in the case of these participants, experience academic dismissal, carry a lot of heavy
feelings about themselves, their abilities, and their value. While most of the participants
had already successfully reached graduation at the time of their participation in the study,
during their interviews you could still hear the pain and shame they experienced around
their journey. And in one case, the journey has left the participant with anger and
frustration. These big feelings of hopelessness and shame are powerful images and
illustrated by both Duffy (2010) and Barouch-Gilbert (2016), who described how
students felt when they are not being academically successful. Barouch-Gilbert (2016)
stated, “this failure can manifest in several ways including embarrassment, humiliation,
shame, depression, loneliness, and anxiety” (p. 154). Post-graduation, Francie still refuses
to share her challenges and what she overcame with her family because of her
embarrassment about what her journey looked like. Also post-graduation, Cole admitted
during his interview he misrepresents the year he graduated from college, identifying an
earlier year, because he feels so much shame for taking six years to earn his bachelor’s
degree.
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While I assumed students would have complex and compelling stories, I did not
expect to be brought to tears by their stories or in some cases my frustration at wellintended institutional policies that caused significant hardship. While I sought their
stories and experiences for my research, they have given me so much more than data. I
hope in some way their participation in the study helped them make more sense of their
story or helped them in a positive way.
One final reflection, when interviewing study participants who faced an academic
struggle to finish their bachelor's degree, it would be easy to assume the participants
would hang up their backpack and never take on the role of being a student ever again.
However, Francie returned to the classroom and is completing foundational course work
that she hopes will lead to a future academic program in the field of health sciences.
Margie has completed some graduate level courses but has struggled being admissible to
a program based on her undergraduate experience. Finally, Cole has not returned to the
classroom but is exploring graduate programs that will allow him to continue his work
supporting children and young adults in unsafe family environments.
Summary
Further research is needed to learn more about the student experience of those
who are admitted as eager scholars to Midwest University, as well as other colleges and
universities, but face academic struggles that lead to academic dismissal. Students who
navigated not one but often two or more institutions to make degree progress. Students
who earned their degree while overcoming their own academic history. Students who
persisted to degree completion in spite of what seemed like an ending point. These
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former students, now alumni, are the community members we want by our sides during
hard times. They are the employees we want to work with when our organizations are
facing challenges. They are the caregivers and supporters we want to encounter on our
journeys, especially when we are facing challenges. They are everything we want a
college graduate to be.
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Semi-Structured Interview #1
Script
Introduction
Hi (Insert Name Here), my name is AnnMarie Gottner, and I am a doctoral student at the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Thank you for taking the time to talk with me today by
Zoom. This interview is part of a larger study that is examining the experiences of college
students who will applied for graduation this semester after previously being
academically dismissed from the university. These questions are about your experiences
only, so there are no right or wrong answers to these questions.

Participation in this study is voluntary and your decision to participate, or not participate,
will not affect your standing as a student and your graduation at your institution in any
way. The interview should take about one hour to complete, depending on how much
information you would like to disclose to me. Would you like to participate in this
interview? (Yes/No) With your permission, I would like to record the audio and video of
this interview in order to not miss any of your comments. All of your responses will be
kept confidential, with your de-identified interview responses only being shared with a
select few, and I will ensure that any information that is included in the research does not
identify you in any way. You may decline to answer any question or stop the interview at
any time or for any reason. May I record this interview? (Yes/No)

Do you have any questions about what I just explained?
May I press the record button?

Establishing rapport with the subject
Before we begin, it would be great if you could tell me a little bit about yourself.
(Confirm survey information)
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1. Adjustment from high school to college (adjustment)
Guiding question: How prepared did you feel for college?
Sub-questions:
a) What did you do to feel prepared for college?
b) What did you imagine attending college would be like?
c) Can you describe the experiences you saw others have who went to college before
you?
2. Initial experience with academic probation (difficulty)
Guiding question: When did you first experience academic struggles?
Sub-questions:
a) How or why did you receive your grades?
b) How did you engage in the academic recovery/probation process?
c) Who and how did you share your experience of being on academic probation
with?
3. Fit with major/university/university community (incongruence)
Guiding question: How did you find connections to your school? Academically/Socially
Sub-questions:
a) Were your classes of interest?
b) How did your major feel like it was getting you closer to your long-term goals?
c) What was your connection with other students?
d) Were you involved in any student organizations/activities?
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4. Connection to others who are part of university community (isolation)
Guiding question: Who were the meaningful relationships you had as students?
Sub-questions:
a) Faculty
b) Staff
c) Students
d) UNL community
5. Wrap-up after each interview
a) Is there anything else you would like to share that you didn’t get to during the
interview?
b) Do you have any questions for me?
c) Thank you for your time today. I will send you the transcription of this interview
for your consideration and approval. Have a great day!
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Semi-Structured Interview #2
Script
Introduction
Hi (Insert Name Here), my name is AnnMarie Gottner, and I am a doctoral student at the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Thank you for taking the time to talk with me today by
Zoom. This interview is part of a larger study that is examining the experiences of college
students who will applied for graduation this semester after previously being
academically dismissed from the university. These questions are about your experiences
only, so there are no right or wrong answers to these questions.

Participation in this study is voluntary and your decision to participate, or not participate,
will not affect your standing as a student and your graduation at your institution in any
way. The interview should take about one hour to complete, depending on how much
information you would like to disclose to me. Would you like to participate in this
interview? (Yes/No) With your permission, I would like to record the audio and video of
this interview in order to not miss any of your comments. All of your responses will be
kept confidential, with your de-identified interview responses only being shared with a
select few, and I will ensure that any information that is included in the research does not
identify you in any way. You may decline to answer any question or stop the interview at
any time or for any reason. May I record this interview? (Yes/No)

Do you have any questions about what I just explained?
May I press the record button?

Establishing rapport with the subject
The semester is almost over, how are you feeling about that? How do you plan on
celebrating your graduation? (Confirm survey information)
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1. Reaction to dismissal
Guiding question: What was your reaction to being dismissed?
Sub-questions:
a) How did you find out you were dismissed? Was it a surprise?
b) Did you tell your parents? What was their reaction?
c) Did you appeal the dismissal decision? Why or why not?
d) Who were others you told about being dismissed?
e) Were there any faculty or staff you visited with about being dismissed?
2. Experience between dismissal and applying for reinstatement
Guiding question: What did you do once you were dismissed before applying for
reinstatement?
Sub-questions:
a) Were there any faculty or staff you stayed connected with while not actively at
school?
b) How did you use your time away from your degree?
3. Growth or goals as described as part of reinstatement process
Guiding question: How did you share with the admissions office you were prepared to be
academically successful if re-admitted?
Sub-questions:
a) How did you know applying for reinstatement was the right next step for you?
b) Were there any faculty or staff you visited with about getting reinstated?
4. Wrap-up after each interview
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a) Is there anything else you would like to share that you didn’t get to during the
interview?
b) Do you have any questions for me?
c) Thank you for your time today. I will send you the transcription of this interview
for your consideration and approval. Have a great day!
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Semi-Structured Interview #3
Script
Introduction
Hi (Insert Name Here), my name is AnnMarie Gottner, and I am a doctoral student at the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Thank you for taking the time to talk with me today by
Zoom. This interview is part of a larger study that is examining the experiences of college
students who will applied for graduation this semester after previously being
academically dismissed from the university. These questions are about your experiences
only, so there are no right or wrong answers to these questions.

Participation in this study is voluntary and your decision to participate, or not participate,
will not affect your standing as a student and your graduation at your institution in any
way. The interview should take about one hour to complete, depending on how much
information you would like to disclose to me. Would you like to participate in this
interview? (Yes/No) With your permission, I would like to record the audio and video of
this interview in order to not miss any of your comments. All of your responses will be
kept confidential, with your de-identified interview responses only being shared with a
select few, and I will ensure that any information that is included in the research does not
identify you in any way. You may decline to answer any question or stop the interview at
any time or for any reason. May I record this interview? (Yes/No)

Do you have any questions about what I just explained?
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May I press the record button?

Establishing rapport with the subject
The semester is over, how are you feeling about that? How did you plan on celebrating
your graduation? (Confirm survey information)
1. Experience returning to school
Guiding question: How was your experience when you started back towards your degree?
Sub-questions:
a) What was different about your experience?
b) What was similar about your experience?
c) How did you connect to the university community – faculty – staff – students?
2. Academic confidence
Guiding question: How would you describe your confidence returning to school?
Sub-questions:
a) What challenges did you face returning to school?
b) What was different when you returned to school?
c) When did you feel like you could successfully navigate a path to graduation?
3. Value of degree
Guiding question: What does earning a college degree mean to you?
Sub-questions:
a) Personally
b) Your Family
c) Your Community
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d) How would you communicate the value of a college degree to others?
4. Final thoughts
Guiding question: As you prepare to graduate and officially leave the university, what are
your feelings about reaching the milestone of graduation?
Sub-questions:
a) What advice to you have for other students in a similar situation to you?
b) What advice would you offer students before they face academic
probation/struggles?
c) How could have the university supported you better during your initial time at
the university?
d) How could have the university supported you more effectively when you
returned to the the university?
e) What role did this study play in your experience?
f) Wrap-up after each interview
5. Wrap-after each interview
a. Is there anything else you would like to share that you didn’t get to during
the interview?
b. Is there anything else you would like to share that you didn’t get to during
the interview?
c. Do you have any questions for me?
d. Thank you for your time today. I will send you the transcription of this
interview for your consideration and approval. Have a great day!

